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Saudade, a sentiment similar to but stronger than the English word "melancholy," 

has been a subject of much interest on the Iberian peninsula for centuries, especially 

among Galician-Portuguese writers. Rosalia de Castro, a nineteenth-century poet and 

author from Galicia, is recognized as one of Spain' s most talented writers, partly because 

of her ability to express the various phases of a sentiment which is so difficult to under-

stand. In her poetry Castro skillfully describes the feelings of the Galician people and, in 

doing so, bares the depth of her own saudade. The loss oflove and departure from one' s 

homeland are aptly presented as causes of saudade as well as the poet's love for nature 

and longing to return to the beauty of her native province. In her personal suffering, 

Castro ' s longing evolves into a desire for death. Her expressions ofthis sentiment in verse 

induce in the reader a desire to learn more about this little-known province and its people. 
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Introduction 

Saudade in Galician Literature 

In the northwestern corner of Spain, adjoining the northern border of Portugal, lies 

the little-known region of Galicia. Inhabited by many invading tribes over the centuries, 

Galivia is culturally and historically linked to Portugal rather than to Spain. Afonso 

Henriques of Portugal (1128-1185) considered Galicia the core of his kingdom, according 

to Harold Livermore (14), and William Atkinson, another historian, claims for Galicia the 

distinction of having fathered the Portuguese language (8) . 

The natives of Galicia are noted for several distinct characteristics. The first is the 

unusual inner strength of the women, who play the role of both father and mother when 

their husbands are forced to emigrate in search of work. Emilia Bernal, a Latin American 

critic, says of Castilla that "Ia textura sera siempre varonil," but in Galicia "todo es el 

eterno femenino en esencia y potencia" (31). The second characteristic ofthe Galicians is 

their extremely strong attachment to their patria chica (little homeland) . Although the land 

is poor in resources, Galicians speak of this region as paradise, especially when they are 

residing in another country or another part of Spain. The third characteristic, the most 

notable for to this study, is the Galician sentiment known as saudade, a complex term that 

has no one-word equivalent in English. 

While the term saudade is rather indeterminate, many writers have attempted to 
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articulate its definition and to trace its origin. There have been various forms of spelling 

including soedade. soidas. solidade and the currently more popular one, saudade. 

Although some linguistic authorities trace the origin to the Proven9al suave (Latin, 

suavis), suggesting the word came to Spain with the troubadours, Karl Vossler believes 

that it springs from the Arabic word sauda (pain of the heart) . Saudade has been 

compared to mal du siecle. sehnsucht and soledad, but the Galician-Portuguese word is 

both stronger and more subjective than the French, German and Spanish terms 

respectively. 

Ramon Pineiro, one of the biographers ofRosalia de Castro, divides saudade into 

two categories, saudade oflove and saudade for one' s land (104), but other writers 

consider it a longing for life or a longing for death. Another Castro biographer, J. Rof 

Carballo, links saudade primarily with absence from one' s land, saying that "lejania y 

saudade van esencialmente unidas" (130). 

Another common theory is that saudade is equivalent to the Galician word morrina 

(little death), but the latter comprises only a part of saudade because it expresses only the 

feeling of the Galician when separated from his native land. Saudade, on the other hand, 

may define a sentiment experienced when a Galician is separated from his land, his lover 

or even an indefinable "something"which is apparently irretrievable. 

Vicente Risco, in his study of Galicia, describes saudade as "el !ado afectivo de Ia 

memoria, que se proyecta en un deseo inconcreto de recuperar algo perdido, aunque no se 

haya poseido nunca" ( 4 ). He also states that saudade was once the focus of a literary and 

philosophical movement in Portugal, el saudosismo. 
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A more complex description is that of Xavier Costa Clavell, who defines saudade 

as "un vago sentimiento, mezcla de la insatisfaccion, desvalimiento y soledad. El campo 

de accion de la saudade puede circumscribirse al plano meramente psicologico o elevarse 

al plano ontologico" (132), meaning that it can be simply a state of mind or can involve 

one' s entire state ofbeing. 

Kathleen Kulp-Hill, an American biographer of Castro, asserts that saudade 

"produces a sort of pleasure" ( 49), while Mary Pierre Tirrell, in her study of Castro, 

emphasizes the relationship between being Galician and experiencing the sentiment of 

saudade: "Ademas Rosalia era gallega y nadie como los gallegos sienten el dolor de vivir 

--nadie como ellos viven en el perpetuo tormento nacido de la nostalgia, tormento que, 

para ellos, no tiene alivio dentro de los limites de Ia existencia humana" (44) . 

Victoriano Garcia Marti in his biography of "the lady of saudade," explains the 

roots of saudade thus: 

El alma gallega, sumergida de siglos en una atmosfera gris de niebla, es 

pura nostalgia que oscila entre Ia pagania de su tierra y Ia voz evangelica de 

sus santuarios. Hay particularidades en la religiosidad gallega, que son las 

mismas en todas las razas celtas .. . Galicia es un Finisterre [point of land in 

Galicia in which, in earlier centuries, was thought to be "land ' s end" or the 

end ofthe earth] (CLXVIII) . 

Another component of saudade is dolor (pain). Unamuno, a famous Spanish poet 

and philosophical writer, recognizing the uniqueness of this feeling among the Galicians 

and Portuguese, attributes it to the pantheism still present under the veneer of Christianity, 
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and he describes the regional poetry as "doliente y dolorida" (197, Por las tierras) . 

Historian Gerald Brenan has attributed the saudade of the Galicians to the climate, 

saying that "the moist Atlantic winds affect the glands as they do on the west coast of 

Ireland or in the Hebrides, where the Gaelic poetry too is vague and sad" (62) . He also 

contrasts the melancholy of Galician-Portuguese poetry with the more optimistic outlook 

expressed in Castillian verse. 

Among the prominent Galician writers who expressed saudade in their works are 

Eduardo Pondal, Aurelio Aguirre, Manuel Curros Enriquez, and Rosalia de Castro. These 

poets constitute a group instrumental in bringing about a renaissance of the Galician 

language in the literature of Spain. Among these, Castro is the most famous and is noted 

for her ability to express most clearly the feelings ofthe Galician people. 

Castro ' s perception of the sentiments of her fellow countrymen has led to an 

international interest in the subject of saudade. Her particular style of expression led 

Pineiro to analyze not only saudade but, specifically, "Ia saudade rosaliana." While her use 

of saudade is highly personal, Castro extends its application to the people of Galicia in 

general. She looks upon herself as representative of this often maligned group. 

In Castro ' s poetry, one of the most difficult expressions of saudade to comprehend 

is a longing for something which cannot be determined as a definite object. An example of 

this is contained in the following verses from Castro ' s En las orillas del Sar: 

y 0 no se que busco eternamente 

En Ia tierra, en el aire y en el cielo 

y 0 no se lo que busco, pero es algo 
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que perdi, nose cuimdo y que nose encuentra. (666) 

Similarly Garcia Marti speaks of the Galician soul as consisting of "mas que el 

amor, quiza el dolor, no el dolor de las impurezas de Ia vida, sino el dolor que nace del 

sentimiento tragi co, el dolor de vi vir, en fin" ( 14 7). 

In part, it is Castro ' s understanding of this "soul" that has led to her recognition as 

one of the two foremost poets of nineteenth-century Spain. 
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Chapter One 

Rosalia de Castro : Romantic Poet 

Most wretched men 
All cradled into poetry by wrong, 

They learn in suffering what they teach in song. 

Percy Bysshe Shelley 

Just as the source of one's eye and hair color lies in the genes inherited from one's 

parents, the sentiments expressed in the poetry of Rosalia de Castro are rooted in her life 

experiences and in the culture of the land of her birth. 

Alberto Machado da Rosa, one of Castro ' s biographers, stresses the importance of 

knowing her background in order to understand the influence of her life upon her poetry: 

"0 conhecimento da vida de Rosalia de Castro e a clave indispensavel para a leitura da sua 

poesia pois que e sobre a fase das suas vivencias de mulher que se ira formar o mundo 

misterioso dos sus sentimentos de poeta" ( 182). 

Many details of Castro's life, (1837-1885) were suppressed by her biographers, 

several of whom were personal friends of her husband, Manuel Murguia. It is certain that 

facts were omitted because of Murguia's wishes. In addition, Castro herself, as she was 

dying, requested that her personal letters and unpublished works be destroyed, and this 

wish was carried out by her oldest daughter. 

In nineteenth-century Spain, as well as in most other countries, women were 
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considered of little importance. Murguia has expressed quite strongly his opinion on the 

need for silence regarding the lives of women: 

"Por mas que la comparaci6n sea vulgar, siempre se dira de la mujer que, 

como Ia violeta, tanto mas escondida vive, tanto es mejor el perfume que 

exhala. La mujer debe ser sin hechos y sin biografia, pues siempre hay en 

ella algoa que no debe tocar" (74) . 

ln Castro ' s life there was indeed many an "algo" upon which one must not "to car" but 

these are intrinsically related to her works. Maria Rosalia Rita was the illegitimate child of 

Maria Teresa da Cruz de Castro y Abadia, descendant of a noble Galician family, and Jose 

Martinez Viojo, who was either a seminarian or a priest. 

Marriage was out ofthe question for Teresa, not only because ofMartinez Viojo ' s 

clerical status but because her father would have objected to her marriage to someone of a 

lower social class. Among Castro ' s ancestors is Juana de Castr, who was married briefly 

to Pedro I, "El cruel" (1850-1869). Another is Isabel de Castro, widow ofthe grand 

marshal Pardo de Cela, who opposed Ferdinand and Isabela in about 1480. A third 

famous ancestor is Felipe de Castro, a leading sculptor of the eighteenth century. 

The importance ofT ere sa Castro ' s family necessitated the utmost secrecy when 

Rosalia was born. The infant was brought to the church for baptism by her godmother, 

Maria Francisca Martinez, possibly the sister of Castro ' s father. The baptismal record 

states that Castro was born "ofunknown parentage." (XVIII) 

Castro ' s childhood was spent at the home of her godmother at Castro Ortufia. 

After the death of her maternal grandfather, Rosalia was sent to live with her mother when 
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she was about eight years old. Memories of her early years are described in Cantares 

gallegos, Castro's only poetic work which reflects much happiness. At about the age of 

twelve, Castro began her studies at the Sociedad Econ6mica de Amigos del Pais in 

Santiago de Compo stela where she became a member of the Liceo de Ia Juventud, a 

cultural association which provided a meeting place for artists and writers. This gave 

Castro an opportunity to become acquainted with the works of the more talented writers 

of that period. 

Kulp-Hill states that Castro studied music, drawing, and French, and that she had 

begun to compose verses by about the age of eleven. When she was fifteen, Castro began 

to participate in plays and, writes Gonzalez Besada, played the leading role in 

"Rosmunda" by Gil y Zarate when she was only seventeen (36) . 

Most of Castro ' s biographers indicate that she began to suffer from spells of 

melancholy as an adolescent. This has been attributed to several causes: the discovery of 

her illegitimacy; her infatuation with Aurelio Aguirre, a noted young writer from Galicia; a 

number of bouts of pulmonary illness, either typhus or tuberculosis. The effects of her 

illness pursued Castro for the rest of her life, necessitating long periods of recuperation at 

Padron, the site of her family ' s estate. 

Castro apparently discovered some details about her birth as she was planning to 

attend her first ball, according to Balbontin (24) . The fifteen-year-old girl had anticipated 

attending with several of her close friends when, one after another, they made excuses for 

not attending. She then learned from relatives and servants that her mother was never 

married. After this disclosure, Castro ' s melancholy intensified and persisted until her 
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death. 

During her teen years, Castro became acquainted with some of the young men 

from the Santiago area, and she soon became infatuated with Aurelio Aguirre who would 

soon become known as one of the more talented writers of literature in the Galician 

Renaissance. Before the relationship could progress to a very serious stage, Aguirre's 

interest waned, and he became enamored with a young woman, F elisa, who held his 

interest until his early death by drowning in 1857. 

Shortly after her break with Aguirre, Castro entered into a relationship with a 

resident of Padron, reportedly a married man. When this affair ended, Castro moved to 

Madrid to live with an aunt. While in Madrid, she wrote her first book of poetry, La flor, 

which was published in 1857. Although it was rather amateurish, this work attracted the 

attention of Manuel Murguia, a Galician writer whom Castro had met through Aguirre. 

Murguia praised Castro ' s verses in a critique which he wrote for the publication La Iberia, 

and he took this opportunity to renew their acquaintance. 

After a very brief courtship, Murguia and Castro were married in October 1858. 

Murguia was employed as an archivist to write the history ofthe various Spanish 

provinces and this required the couple to travel frequently. According to most 

biographers Murguia was an abusive and unfaithful husband. Gerald Brenan surmises that 

the cause was envy for Castro ' s greater talent or for "other reasons" (35 I) . Today 

psychologists might believe that Murguia had emotional problems because of his stature-

he was a dwarf--and that this was the reason for the mistreatment. 

As Castro ' s health continued to worsen, she returned frequently to Galicia, not 
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only for amelioration of her physical condition but also to assuage the ever-present feeling 

of saudade. Padron was for her the equivalent of the l\e Saint Pierre for the famous 

French writer, Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Just as the "grand master ofRomantic 

melancholy" longed for the solitude of his beloved Ile Saint Pierre, so also did Castro, 

during her many periods of illness or discontent, seek solace in the pastoral area of Galicia, 

especially at the seaside. 

The Murguia' s first child, Alejandra, was born in 1859, then ten years passed 

before the birth of a second daughter, Aurea (aura). Twins, Gala, and Ovidio were born in 

1872 and a daughter, Amara, in 1874. Their second son, Adriano, was born in 1875 but 

died as the result of a fall before his second birthday. Kulp-Hill mentions another child, 

Valentina, who died at birth in 1877 (29). The loss oftwo children within a short time 

surely must have contributed to Castro ' s melancholy. 

Vandau Pierce points out an interesting fact regarding the names of the Murguia 

children in his dissertation on Castro. He mentions that, at a time when it was customary 

to give names with religious significance to infants, Castro not only failed to use saints' 

names but gave four of the children names beginning with the letter "A" (43) . While this 

action might be explained by a predilection for classical names, there is also the possibility 

that this was done in memory of Castro ' s first love whose names both began with "A," 

Aurelio Aguirre. 

In the same year as the birth of Alejandra, Castro ' s first novel, La hija del mar, was 

published, followed two years later by a second one, Flavio. In 1862 Teresa Castro died 

and, one year later, Rosalia published a small book of poetry, A mi madre, dedicated to 



her mother. 

Then most famous of Castro ' s work, Can tares gall egos, sometimes called the 

"Galician Bible," was also published in 1863 . Although this book, written in the Galician 

language, consists primarily of verses which are recollections of a happy childhood in 

Galicia, it also reflects the saudade inherent in the nature of the poet and, indeed, in the 

nature ofthe Galician people collectively. 

In 1866 Castro published a short story, "El cadicefio" and a novelette, Ruinas: 

desdichas de tres vidas ejemplares. The following year her novel, El caballero de las botas 

azules, appeared in print and in 1870 Castro began to write the verses ofFollas novas 

which would not be published until 1880. This collection was the final work in Galician, 

and it expresses the author ' s ever -deepening disillusionment. In 1881 , El primer loco was 

published, and in 1884 Castro ' s last book of poetry and final work, En las orillas del Sar, 

saw its publication. The writer was then suffering from uterine cancer, the disease which 

took her life in 1885 . 

Even as she was dying, Castro ' s thoughts returned to the sea which was mentioned 

frequently in her poetry as well as in at least one novel. A few days before her death she 

asked to be taken to Carril where she could look upon the ocean for the last time. On July 

15, 1885, the day of her death, Castro asked her daughter, Alejandra, to open the window 

so that she might view the sea, although Padron was slightly inland and the ocean was not 

visible from her home. 

Castro' s remains were interred in the cemetery of Adina (Andifia) beside the body 

of her mother. When her reputation as a writer spread, it was deemed appropriate that her 
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body should rest near the site of the sepulcher of Saint James in Santiago de Compostela. 

Santiago had been famous for centuries as the destination of European pilgrims. 

According to legend, Saint James was persecuted in Palestine and fled to Spain where he 

preached the gospel of Christ. Later he returned to Jerusalem and was beheaded at the 

orders of King Herod. After his death, the body ofthe apostle was supposedly 

transported miraculously to Spain where he had preached. For centuries the remains 

rested near Iria Flavia which is now known as Padron. 

In the year 1813, the bishop oflria was notified that a mysterious star had pointed 

out the burial ground of the saint. Alfonso II ordered a temple built over the sepulcher 

and, from that time on, according to Augusto Cortina, a Spanish writer, Christians have 

been attracted to this city, which ranks third after Rome and Jerusalem as a holy city for 

the believers in Christianity. 

By the time Castro ' s body was transferred to this renowned site in 1891 , the 

people of Galicia had come to regard the poet as almost a saint. Garcia Marti, one of 

Castro ' s biographers, claims that when her casket was opened at the time of the transfer, 

her features were hardly disfigured and the pansies placed upon her breast at the time of 

her death were barely faded (144) . In the Roman Catholic religion, a relatively intact body 

many years after death is one of the requirements of sainthood. 

The many experiences of Castro ' s life, some ofthem quite traumatic, had a strong 

influence upon her literary works. Her childhood years spent with her godmother and 

then with her mother are recalled in the verses of Can tares gall egos. In this book, she 

writes of the festivals frequently held in the villages of Galicia and of her love for nature, a 
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love which was developed during her younger years in the scenic countryside of her native 

land. This was undoubtedly the happiest period of her life and Cantares gallegos is her 

most joyful collection of verses. 

Castro ' s adolescent years began happily enough and this period is also mentioned 

in Cantares gallegos. The gaiteras and muifieras were a source of entertainment for the 

young people of Galicia. Castro ' s years at the sociedad in Santiago exposed her to the 

company and to the works of many writers. La flor and A mi madre are both reminiscent 

of the poetry of Byron and Espronceda and the darker poetry ofLa flor shows the 

influence ofPoe. This same period in her life was when she learned of the illegitimate 

birth, and her pain at the repetition of gossip about her in the villages is expressed in one 

of her poems in Follas novas which begins "Ladraban contra min." While the teen years 

are frequently turbulent ones, Castro ' s adolescence was more traumatic than average. In 

addition to her discovery of her mother ' s affair, she experienced a deep infatuation for 

Aguirre and was later rejected. This loss, as well as Aguirre's untimely death, had a deep 

influence upon her poetry. All of her books of poetry except A mi madre express 

disillusion with love and one of Castro ' s poems not included in the five books is written in 

memory of Aguirre. One may infer from the final lines that this love is not forgotten: 

iY es manantial fecundo elllanto mio 

para verter sabre un sepulcro amado 

de mil recuerdos caudaloso rio! (736) 

Not only does this poem imply that Aguirre ' s memory is still cherished but the poem was 

published in 1859, the year of Castro ' s marriage to Murguia. 
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Castro ' s frustration and disillusionment during the years after her marriage are also 

expressed in her poetic works. The bittersweet poem, "San Antonio bendito" is evidently 

about her own choice of a husband. In these verses, the writer begs for a man "anque me 

mate" and "anque o tamafto tefta de un gran de millo" ( 126). The first quotation hints at 

Murguia' s abuse and the second ridicules his short stature. The death of Castro' s mother 

left a deep mark and the verses of A mi madre indicate that Castro ' s mother supplied the 

support and consolation which most women receive from their husbands. Castro recalls 

the loss of her young son in some of the verses of En las orillas del Sar. For such reasons, 

her biography is quite relevant to the appreciation of her literary work. 

Castro ' s works have been described as Romantic, post-Romantic, and transitional. 

Although her creative years followed the Romantic period in Spain, her texts are chiefly 

Romantic in traits: individualism, pessimism, and imagination. 

Anne-Louis Girodet-Trioson, a French painter of the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth century, felt that the only valid criterion for judging the worth of an artist was 

his singularity: 

On dit d 'un homme pour le louer qu' il est un homme unique: ne peut-on, 

sans paradoxe, affirmer que c' est cette singularite, cette personnalite qui 

nous enchante chez un grand poete et chez un grand artiste, que cette face 

nouvelle des choses revelees par lui no us etonne autant qu' elle no us 

charme, qu' elle produit dans notre arne la sensation du beau, 

independamment des autres revelations du beau que sont devenues le 

patrimoine des esprits de tous le temps, et qui sont consacrees par une plus 
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longue admiration? (919) 

Romantic works were subjective and pessimistic with emphasis on idealizing nature and 

the past. Love and happiness were considered fleeting and disillusion was a recurring 

motif in Romantic works. 

Lillian Furst, in her study of Romanticism, notes the subjectivism in Romantic 

literature: 

It is a fundamental trait of the Romantic that he invariably apprehends the 

outer world through the mirror of his ego as against the objective approach 

of the Realist. What matters to the Romantic is not what is but how it 

seems to him. Hence the profound importance of the imagination as the 

medium ofperception. (58) 

In his examination ofRomanticism in Spanish, Chandler describes the Romantic poet thus: 

He was fatally attracted to the sepulchral, the funereal , tempestuous seas, 

rugged mountains, yawning abysses, ruins, nocturnal scenes, and 

landscapes. His vocabulary revealed his interests and feelings, and he used 

an abundance of terms such as s6rdido, funebre, h6rrido, gemido, tetrico, 

lugubre, melanc6lico, espectro, tremendo, jAy! , sombras, histerico, 

langiiidez, duda, suspira, and lagrimas. He was impassioned, unrestrained, 

pesimistic. His heart wrested control from the intellect, and emotionalism 

replaced reason. (338) 

All these characteristics are heavily represented in La flor and A mi madre and to a lesser 

degree in Castro ' s other poetic works. 
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Castro, like Becquer, is also considered a post-Romantic because she wrote 

Romantic poetry after the height of the Romantic period had passed. Romanticism did not 

blossom in Spain until after the end ofthe tyranny ofFernando VII in 1833 when most of 

the Spanish writers began to return from exile in Europe. Among these, were the Duque 

de Rivas, Jose de Espronceda, and Jose Zorrilla. Castro and Becquer did not achieve 

fame until after the end of the Romantic period in Spain about 1850. 

Both Castro and Becquer are also considered transitional because they created 

many innovations which Pierce calls pre-modernista. In Castro ' s poetry there are new 

experimentation with lines of varied lengths. One of these experiments, according to 

Pierce, is the use of an eight-syllable line in combination with an eleven-syllable one (214-

15). Chandler says of Castro ' s poetry that it is "completely personal and an expression of 

herself, thoroughly Romantic in feeling, in its desperate complaint and woe, but modern in 

its anticipation of the suggestiveness of the symbolists" (3 56). 

Castro' s Modernist characteristics include her use of symbolism. In his description 

of symbolism Ricardo Gull6n who has analyzed modernism, says: 

En el modernismo, Ia tendencia parnasiana esta representada por los poetas 

para quienes el principal objetivo era Ia forma impecable, "bella"; la estrofa 

tersa y, segun se decia, "marm6rea." La direcci6n simbolista queria, al 

contrario, interiorizar Ia poesia, el intimismo visible en Becquer, Marti, 

Rosalia, y, mucho mas tarde, en Ruben (12). 

In her works, Castro has employed styles of both Romanticism and modernism. Her 

poetry uses diverse forms of meter, syllables, and rhyme. According to Kulp, the metric 
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forms originate with the oral tradition of the medieval cancioneros (265) . Many verses 

show an irregularity in meter which emphasizes accentuation rather than syllable count. 

Others are based on the traditional syllable count. In her poetry, Castro has incorporated 

the meters used in the muifieras and romances as well as others. 

The most common rhyme system represented in Castro' s verses is the assonant 

rhyme in which vowel sounds are similar but consonants are different. This form of rhyme 

has always been very popular in Spain. Consonant rhyme is also used and Castro employs 

these forms in a natural way which is pleasing to the ear, not in order to conform to a 

certain formula. 

Another poetic device in Castro ' s verses is the use of repetition. This, says Kulp, 

dates back to the cossante or canci6n paralelistica of the Cancioneiros (274). Diminutives 

play an important part in Castro ' s versification. The use of diminutives is very common in 

the Galician language, and in Castro ' s poetry it not only serves to make the verse more 

fluid like the normal speech of the Galicians but also adds to the emotion and effect upon 

the reader. Imagery and symbolism in Castro ' s poetry include the rose and the dove, 

which are usually positive symbols while the Celt-related meigas and compafia are 

negative. The crow is also a bad omen. Water may be used in either manner, either as 

representative of the beauty of Galicia or as a magnet drawing the protagonist toward 

death . 

Saudade is an extremely important element in all of Castro' s works and is quite 

Romantic in nature. It is representative of a sentiment which Galicians and Portuguese 

claim belongs to them alone. As previously mentioned, feelings play an important part in 
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Romantic literature and saudade is a very strong sentiment. In her poetry, Castro 

succeeds in expressing saudade as a yearning, sorrowful sentiment without the self-pity of 

Espronceda or the egotism of many Romantic writers. 

Although originally Castro was recognized only for Cantares gallegos, as time has 

passed, critics have acknowledged the genius present in Follas novas and En las orillas del 

Sar. Credited as an important figure in the re-emergence ofthe Galician language in the 

literature of Spain, Castro is honored today with statues and plaques, not only in Galicia, 

but in other countries to which Galicians have emigrated, among them Cuba and 

Argentina. This unassuming woman, who was scorned by many of her peers for her 

illegitimacy, is now honored as one ofthe outstanding writers of nineteenth-century Spain. 
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Chapter Two 

Early works: La flor 

To trace the trajectory of a writer, 
It is necessary to read backwards, in 

search of roots and seeds. 

Kathleen Kulp-Hill 

The first book of poetry by Rosalia de Castro, La flor, is a very short collection. 

Although the poetry is somewhat amateurish, the verses demonstrate the 

developing genius of the writer and include the sentiment of saudade so frequently 

expressed in the works ofRosalia de Castro and other poets of the Iberian 

peninsula. Kulp-Hill , in her discussion of saudade, says that it is "one of the most 

Galician, and Lusitanian of sentiments," and that "it has acquired such complexities 

and subtleties that it is virtually untranslatable. Simply stated, it connotes a 

longing for someone or something absent"( 49) . In this book Castro ' s "someone" 

is a lost lover and the "something" is Galicia. 

During her adolescence, Castro read the works ofByron, Espronceda, Poe, 

Zorrilla, Heine, and Hoffman. According to one of Castro's biographers, Alberto 

Machado da Rosa, Heine' s Rimas was the model for Castro ' s La flor or Nerval ' s 

Intermezzo. Castro translated the French text ofHeine' s works into Spanish for Gustavo 

Adolfo Becquer. Machado da Rosa states that Becquer was also influenced in his style by 
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the works of Heine (65) . 

La flor contains only six poems, all of which are written in the manner of the 

Romantic poets. The flower of the title might be a metaphor for many things. Kulp-Hill 

considers it representative of life, youth, illusions, innocence, purity, and love (36) . Pierce 

calls the title most appropriate because "it is the first work of a budding artist" (52) . The 

symbol of the flower might also depict the author herself At fifteen, Castro is 

"blossoming" and full of hope until the rejection of her companionship by her friends . 

Then, like the various flowers in the poems, she begins to wither until, in her later years, 

she is filled with despair and is "wilting." 

Saudade for a lost love is the principal sentiment expressed in the poetry ofLa flor, 

followed by saudade for nature and less frequently, saudade for death and oblivion. 

Disillusion is present in most of the poems, a disillusion caused by unrequited love or 

desertion by a lover. Even in the poem about the doves which depicts reciprocal love, -

that the writer, while wishing for this kind of true love for herself, knows that it is just a 

dream for her. 

The initial poem of La flor, "Un desengafio," tells of a young woman, Argelina, 

and her grief over the loss of her lover. This poem, like many others, is considered to be 

autobiographical. It is thought that the young man who has abandoned Argelina represents 

Aureliano Aguirre, Castro's first love. In these verses, the author states a desire to seek 

oblivion in the sea. The tone throughout is one ofRomantic pessimism. Argelina' s longing 

to return to the past and her yearning for her lost lover are forms of saudade. as is her 

death wish. 
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Y el dia tambien lleg6; 

mas fue que llegara en vano, 

que el bien que ansiosa esper6, 

consuelo del mal tirano, 

por el mar no pareci6. (6) 

The writer ' s implication of a wish for death corroborates Kulp-Hill ' s belief that 

some pleasure is derived from pain in so far as the sea, although the source of death and 

oblivion in this case, is also a source of alleviation of grief The frequent references to the 

sea, the "rias," and other elements of nature play a dominant part in all of Castro ' s works 

and in the works of other Romantic writers. 

The poem "Dos palomas" is a rather saccharine one in which the author tells of the 

love of two doves which unite and build a nest among lilies and roses. The first lines 

describe the writer' s envy of the happiness and freedom of the birds, implying that Castro 

herself may not have found happiness in life. One phrase in particular suggests that the 

author is describing her own desire for happiness, a happiness only partly attained by her 

return to Galicia. She writes that the doves "y un mundo nuevo a su placer buscaron, y 

otro mas puro ambiente" (8) . The purer environment for Castro could be found only in 

the place of her birth. She also compares their "rowing" in the clouds to the movement of 

a ship on the sea. Again, the sea is a place in which to seek solace. Saudade for love and 

for nature are present in this poem. 

"Un recuerdo" not only continues the theme of desire to return to a past love, but 

it also brings out the title motif of the book (the flower) . Castro refers to her lover thus: 
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Sombra fugaz que se acerc6 liviana 

vertiendo sus amores, 

y que pos6 sobre mi sien temprana 

mil carifiosas flares . (1 0) 

Presumably, the flowers are kisses, but in other verses Castro compares her love and her 

life to a rose: 

Rosa que nace al saludar el dia 

y a la tarde se muere, 

retrato de un placer y una agonia 

que al coraz6n se adhiere. ( 11) 

Once more, there is a pleasure and a pain. A third reference to a flower is "flor que seca, 

se arroja" ( 12). The poet looks upon herself as the discarded flower. Her saudade consists 

of a desire for the time when she believed their love to be true love. 

In the following poem, "Fragmentos," Castro speaks of"la nada" or "the 

nothingness" which is approaching her. This stated desire for the "nada" of death and 

oblivion is frequently mentioned in the poet's later works and is a continuing expression of 

saudade. Castro seems to believe that the unknown must be infinitely preferable to the 

known factors in her life. In the verses of this poem, she again employs the metaphor of 

the flower, saying, "Ya marchita la flor de mi esperanza" (13). The withering ofthe 

"flower" of hope indicates disenchantment with life and love. 

In other lines of "Fragmentos," Castro portrays saudade in wishing for a time past 

as well as in yearning for "la nada" : 
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Las horas que sofie desaparecieron, 

cual Ia flor que un torrente arrebat6; 

y alia en la nada del no ser se hundieron ... , 

que mi espiritu aqui no las hall6. .. 

Tal vez elias tambien se arrepintieron 

de brindarme el placer que me halag6; 

y huyeron, jay! a una region lejana 

que dice sin cesar: "Ya no hay mafiana ... " (16) 

These lines reinforce the opinion of some writers than a longing for death is a form of 

saudade or at least a yearning for the nonexistence of "no ser" later described by Miguel 

de Unamuno. Unamuno, an existentialist writer, describes his inner struggle with the 

relationship between faith and reason. Castro, in her later works, expresses doubts about 

her own religious beliefs. 

Castro ' s next poem, "Otofio de la vida," explores a loss offaith and a wish for 

release from a world of disillusion. The protagonist of these verses studies a flower in full 

bloom as well as a beautiful purple bird with a vibrant voice. Both the flower and the bird 

die when they are touched, and the youth, perplexed by their deaths, falls asleep under a 

tree. During the young man' s nap the bird springs to life again and the flower blooms 

once more. When the youth awakens he is surprised to find the bird alive and singing and 

the flower again in bloom. He feels doubt about what has happened, and this doubt will 

remain with him always. As he departs he hears a voice which says: 

"AI que en Ia vida una vez 
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mira la fe ya perdida 

que acarici6 su nifiez 

y la terrible vejez 

siente venir escondida. 

Quien contempla la ilusi6n 

de su esperanza sofiada 

muriendo en el coraz6n 

al grito de Ia raz6n: 

(.que es lo que le queda? ... jNada!" (25) 

Apparently, having lost faith and hope in this world and having nothing remaining 

here, the writer wishes for the "nada" of the next world. Castro ' s nihilistic views are 

further expressed in Foil as novas. Saudade is present in a yearning for oblivion in the 

sense of forgetting all the sorrow and disenchantment in life. 

The final poem, titled "La rosa del campo santo," is the longest in this collection. It 

is somewhat rambling and begins with "a dark and stormy night," a trite phrase originally 

attributed to Bulwer-Lytton, an English earl. There is much imagery describing the violent 

weather, and the poet again incorporates "sombras" and "fantasmas" into her poetry. This 

poem is reminiscent of the poetry ofEdgar Allan Poe ' s Romantic poetry. The heroine, 

Ines, sits looking at the clock while awaiting her lover. When the clock strikes twelve, 

Ines begins to express sadness because of the unfulfilled promises of her lover, and she 

states that death would be preferable to the pain she is enduring. On the following 

morning, her lover arrives and attempts to assuage her doubts. The reader who has 
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studied the more detailed biographies of Castro might see a parallel between the 

declaration oflove from this young man and the letters from Murguia to Castro when they 

were separated because of his work. At the time Murguia was writing to Castro and 

declaring his devotion, he was reputedly carrying on affairs with other women. 

Ines has heard questions raised about her lover' s faithfulness and asks him about a 

noblewoman who wishes to marry him. Allegedly, he has pledged his love to the woman 

by accepting a rose from her garden--another use of a flower as a symbol. While not 

adamantly denying the story, Ines' s lover continues to declare his affection for Ines, and 

swears that he recalls the other love only when he passes the cemetery, a Romantic motif 

flower uprooted in a storm. Doubt and disillusion again assail her: 

No hay goce, no, que duradero sea; 

ni placer que no envuelva una mortaja; 

Ia flor que mas lozana se recrea 

marchita de su tronco se desgaja. (34) 

Again, the heroine expresses her lack of faith in her lover, stating that the flower affirms 

his perfidy. She demands that he give her the flower and, after first refusing, he accedes to 

her request and recounts the story behind the flower. He claims that the flower, 

encountered in the cemetery one night, is the essence of the deceased noblewoman. 

Although he has picked the flower, he insists that this symbol does not interfere with his 

love for Ines. After arguing, the lovers part and later a legend arises, the story of a 

beautiful young woman who places in her hair a rose which has bloomed on a grave. As 
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the rose fades and dies, the young man also dies, leaving behind only the story of the rose 

ofthe cemetery. 

In all the poems in this collection, Castro has imitated the Romantic works of the 

poets whose works she read and admired, especially those ofEspronceda. The texts of 

both poets are quite subjective and their verses are effusive and somewhat exaggerated. 

Claude Pouillain, a critic of Castro ' s works, finds many parallels between the poetry of 

Espronceda and that of Castro. He points out a similarity in pessimistic outlook, saying, 

"Rosalia concibe Ia vida como Espronceda--todo es triste, las alegrias son efimeras, el 

hombre no puede ser feliz . En particular, el amor da tan solo Ia ilusi6n de Ia dicha apenas 

ha brotado en el alma cuando ya desaparece, dejando en pos de si una sensaci6n de 

cansancio y de asco" (32). He also shows three specific points of similarity in the poetry 

of the two writers: "Un heroe pesimista, solitario, incomprendido, una naturaleza 

desencadenada; unos paisajes nocturnes espantosos" (33) . 

Despite the imitation, Castro ' s talent and potential may be seen as she begins to 

create innovations of her own. Her unusual combinations of syllable lengths would not 

become popular until the advent ofRuben Dario. The effect of these unusual 

combinations is a musicality similar to the sound of the spoken Galician. 

The most common form of saudade in the poems of La floris the desire for love, a 

love which remains ever unattainable. With the exception of the poems about the 

reciprocal love of the birds, the theme is unrequited love. Descriptions of scenes in nature 

reflect a saudade for nature as depicted in Galicia. To Castro and other Galicians, her land 

is an Eden and her people are unspoiled by the sophistication and condescension of the 
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Castillians. The third use of saudade is in the yearning for death and oblivion, a yearning 

which will increase in Follas novas and En las orillas del Sar. This progression of saudade 

is paralleled by events in Castro's life--her continuing problems with respiratory ailments 

and her desire to return to Galicia, the loss of her children and her desire to join them in 

death and her suffering from cancer and desire to find release from pain. 

Only with the publication of her third book of poetry, Cantares gall egos, did 

Castro receive recognition as a talented writer, and this notice was limited to Galicia. Her 

genius was not fully recognized until after her death when Follas nuevas and En las orillas 

del Sar were more widely circulated. Today, Castro is acknowledged as one of the most 

creative poets of the nineteenth century, and La flor is viewed as the first "bloom" of a 

talented writer whose ability with words and meter developed more fully in her later 

works. Her innovative use of varying lengths of lines and meter are present even in this 

earliest book. So also is the nascent saudade which is so predominant in later works. One 

can already why she was to become known as "La Senhora da saudade." 
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Chapter Three 

Ami madre 

The caterpillar on the leaf 
Repeats to thee thy mother' s grief 

William Blake 

The second book of poetry by Rosalia de Castro, A mi madre, is a very brief one. 

The four poems form an elegy to Teresa, Castro ' s mother. It is somewhat surprising that 

the author shows no bitterness toward her mother for having left her in the care of others 

during her formative years . Judging by the verses of A mi madre one would believe that 

the relationship between mother and daughter was a very close one. Only one biographer, 

Vandau Pierce, disputes this and states that the poems reflect not Rosalia' s true feelings 

but rather the feelings a devoted child should have toward a mother (54) . 

Ami madre, like La flor, is replete with saudade. Its principal forms in this work 

are longing for a lost love one (Castro' s mother), longing for the past, and longing for 

death. 

Saudade for a lost loved one is present in all four poems. The loss of her mother 

causes Castro to agonize over Teresa' s death and to recall the happy times spent together. 

Castro does not mention her mother ' s absence during her early childhood but dwells upon 

the love bestowed upon her by her mother after they were reunited. Surely the lack of a 

father ' s influence as well as the temporary absence of her mother must have had an effect 
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upon Castro. However, this lack is never cited as one ofthe sources of Castro ' s 

melancholy disposition. 

In the first poem of A rni madre, the writer expresses a spirit of dejection and 

abandonment because ofthe death of her mother. In recalling the pleasant days ofher 

childhood spent in the company of her beloved mother, Castro writes: 

Era un tiempo tan hermoso ... , 

mas ese tiempo pas6. ( 4 7) 

Yearning for a time and place in the past is also present in the verses of this poem. 

Lamenting her mother' s death, Castro writes: 

Y a no tuve desde entonces 

una carifiosa voz 

que me dijese: "Hija mia, 

yo soy Ia que te pari6." (48) 

Castro then refers to herself as a bird without a nest. From this phrase, it is 

obvious not only that Castro bears no ill feelings toward Teresa' s indiscretion with the 

priest, but also that she considers herself to be without a stable "nest" in her marriage to 

Murguia. Although Teresa Castro ' s death occurred four years after Rosalia's marriage and 

the Murguias already had a child, Castro apparently believes that her true "hogar' was 

with her mother. Indeed, the love and support usually provided by a husband seems to 

have come from Teresa Castro. In the second poem, Castro makes an even stronger 

statement regarding the loss of one' s mother. After saying that a mother' s grief follows a 

child beyond the tomb to eternity, the poet declares: 
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Mas cuando muere una madre 

unico amor que hay aqui; 

jay! , cuando una madre muere, 

debiera un hijo morir. ( 49) 

' 

The use of the word "(mica" suggests that Castro 's love for her mother was more intense 

than for either her husband or her daughter. This implication is reinforced by the fact that 

Castro wrote almost nothing dedicated to her husband and the few references were almost 

derogatory. I(n the poem to Saint Anthony in Cantares gallegos, the description of a 

husband and his treatment of his wife fits Murguia closely and is quite pejorative.) 

The poet claims to have found her only consolation in the "virgen of mercies" and 

that this is the reason she has been able to survive (50). 

The longest poem in this collection contains many references to nature but not in 

the form of saudade for its beauty. Describing the end of the summer and the harshness 

of winter, Castro compares the bitter change of seasons to the loss of her mother. She 

also refers to the "mas alia' (beyond) and reflects her doubts about an afterlife. This 

questioning of her faith is in contrast to the previous poem where she demonstrated 

religious belief by relying upon the Virgin Mary for assuasion of her grief 

The final poem of A mi madre is divided into four parts in the initial edition but is 

treated as one in most editions. The poet hears bells tolling for the dead and wonders 

whether it is certain that the dead have really passed on and are dead forever. She 

remembers that she once had a mother and that this is no longer true. In her grief, Castro 

recalls a terrible dream in which her dead mother appeared. The poet beseeches the "God 
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of tenderness" to reunite her with her mother so that they may partake of unknown glories 

(59). Saudade here is a wish for death as well as a longing for the unknown. 

In this last poem, the author recognizes the sadness which permeated the life of her 

mother, saying: 

Mas tu que tanto has amado, 

tu que tanto has padecido, 

tu que nunca has ofendido 

y que siempre has perdonado. (59) 

In the final stanza of the poem Castro declares that, because of her loss, although she lives 

dying from her grief and "nadie sin morir, pudiera (sentir) jay! lo que siento yo" (63) . 

A mi madre reflects many Romantic traits, including pessimism and the bleak 

vocabulary. The phrase "negra sombra" is repeated several times and might be a metaphor 

for the stigma of the writer' s illegitimate birth. Other possible "shadows" which haunt 

Castro are the deaths of two of her children, the abuse by her husband, and even her 

fragile state of health . The adjective "negra" is repeated when referring to the clouds, to 

the poet ' s fear, and to her mother ' s casket (47). 

The lexicon in the verses of Ami madre is also typical ofRomanticism. Castro 

speaks of the clouds as "errantes, fugitivas, misteriosas." She also injects a negative note 

when comparing the former condition of the clouds, "cimdidas y hermosas" with their 

present condition, "llenas de amargura y desconsuelo" (51). The author mirrors her own 

feelings about the loss of her mother saying, "Todo para nosotros acab6" (52) . From this 

statement that all was finished with the death of her mother, Castro again implies that 
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Murguia was less important to her than Teresa Castro. 

Castro has employed the exaggerated style of the Romantic poet in portraying her 

mother as almost saintly, and her own grief is so profound that it is impossible for her to 

recover from her loss. In her expression of saudade for her mother, she pours out not 

only her own feelings but sentiments common to all humanity. 

While this book is not considered an important literary work, it demonstrates 

Castro ' s potential. The emotions expressed are quite intense and Castro develops her 

ideas from her personal sentiments into feelings experienced by all humanity. Kulp-Hill 

says ofthis work, "Thematically, the poet progresses from personal, specific sentiments to 

mediations on the universal experience of death, sorrow, brevity of life, abandonment and 

desolation" (37). 

In her outpouring of emotion, Castro exhibits the talent which she will refine in her 

later books ofCantares gaiilegos, Follas novas and En las orillas del Sar. 
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Chapter Four 

Cantares gallegos: Galician Bible 

Our sincerest laughter 
With some pain is fraught 

Our sweetest songs are those 
That tell of saddest thought. 

Percy Bysshe Shelley 

The most famous book written by Rosalia de Castro is Cantares Gallegos, often 

called the "Galician Bible" or the "breviary of Galicia." This collection of poetry is written 

in Galician, a language which was used almost universally in Iberia from the middle of the 

twelfth century through the first twenty-five years of the fourteenth century. The Galician-

Portuguese poetry evolved from the European lyric poetry called Provenval, which was 

introduced into Galicia by the pilgrims visiting the shrine of St. James in Santiago de 

Compo stela. (At that time the language of Galicia was identical to that of Portugal.) 

Kulp-Hill mentions the three cancioneros through which the Galician-Portuguese 

poetry was conveyed: the Cancionero de Ajuda from the end of the thirteenth century, 

which was found in Portugal, the Cancionero da Biblioteca Nacional which was stored in 

the National Library of Portugal, and the Cancionero de Vaticana (23) . 

Within these collections are three types of poetry: "cantigas de amor" (songs of 

love), "cantigas de amigo" (songs to a friend or lover), and "cantigas de escarnio" 

(satirical songs). Kulp-Hill explains that the "cantigas de amor" are tributes from the 
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troubadour to his lady, the "cantigas de amigo" are a girl's lament for her absent lover, 

and the "cantigas de escarnio" are clever insults, occasionally directed to real people (24) . 

Brenan mentions a feature of the medieval Galician-Portuguese lyrics which has 

been prominent in the works ofthis region even into modern times--that of melancholy, a 

close relative of saudade. He suggests that the cantigas are songs of women whose lovers 

were absent at war, since both the Portuguese and Castillians were often away fighting 

with the Moors. 

From the fourteenth century to the nineteenth century, the Galician language fell 

out of favor, but in the middle of the nineteenth century, a group of Galician writers 

attempted rather successfully to revive interest in this musical language. This effort was 

enhanced by Castro ' s publishing of Cantares gall egos, a book containing verses based 

upon songs and stories learned during Castro's childhood. 

The success of Can tares gall egos has counteracted somewhat the negative attitude 

of other Spaniards toward the Galicians. This attitude arose from the fact that many 

Galician men emigrated seeking work and, with little formal education, they worked at 

menial jobs. In Castro ' s introduction to Cantares gallegos, she describes Galicia as "o 

rincon mais despreciable da terra" (71) and hopes that her poetry will cause others to 

show more respect and admiration for their beloved land. Virtually all of her works refer 

to Galicia. 

The saudade in this book may be divided into several categories: saudade for one's 

homeland; for love, both unrequited and reciprocal; for times in the past; and saudade for 

nature. 
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Several of the poems expressing saudade for the homeland have as their subject the 

gaitera or bagpiper. The bagpipe, although usually associated with Scottish music, is not 

only the most popular musical instrument in Galicia, but it had been mentioned in Europe 

as early as the ninth century and may have been used in ancient Greece and Rome. 

Various types are found in North Mrica, the Arabian penjnsula, and throughout Europe 

and western Asia. It usually consists of a leather bag fitted with five wooden pipes. The 

player blows air into the bag through the blowpipe and the melody is played on the 

chanter, another pipe with a double reed and eight holes. Three pipes called the drone 

pipes play the lower octaves. The bagpipe may be played either solo or accompanied by 

drums, and is still in evidence at all Galician festivals, another subject of Castro ' s poetry. 

In the verses of the first poem of Cantares gall egos, the poetic voice offers culinary 

delicacies if the young woman will play the bagpipe. The speaker (Castro) implores the 

young girl to play because she is dying of grief Saudade in this poem consists of a 

longing for one's homeland but also includes a yearning for the past. There is also a 

degree of saudade for nature in the poet's recollection of the beauty of the Galician 

landscape, the gaiety of the local fairs, and the attractiveness of the native costumes. 

The first two verses of this poem contain a musicality or lilt which, in this writer's 

opinion, does not translate from the Galician to the Castillian language. In the remaining 

verses, Castro switches from the festiveness of her land to a more sentimental view. She 

writes that singing of Galicia in the native tongue will alleviate her sorrows and that, in 

setting one ' s feelings to music, the singer expresses not only the bitterness of saudade but 

also loving sighs (144) . 
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In another poem concerning the bagpipe, the player of this instrument 

contemplates his plan to seduce the young women of the village by playing the bagpipe. 

Castro ' s description of the player and his rich garments again produces a feeling of 

anoranza or homesickness. 

"La gaita gall ega," one of the few titled poems in this collection, is one of the more 

widely known. It is written in reply to a query in a poem by Ventura Ruiz de Aguilera. In 

his verses, Ruiz de Aguilera has inquired whether the Galician bagpipe player is singing or 

crying when playing the bagpipe. (He also discusses the flight of the Galicians from their 

homeland, a popular theme in Castro 's works.) Castro in her response states 

unequivocally that the bagpiper is crying when she plays. The second stanza. is a tribute to 

Galicia, and yet some of the most significant lines occur in the fourth stanza: 

Probe Galicia; non debes 

chamarte nunca espanola, 

que Espana de ti se olvida 

cando eres, i ai!, tan hermosa. (20 1) 

In these verses, Castro not only exhibits saudade for Galicia but emphasizes that Galicia is 

the "Cinderella of Spain." 

Another example of longing for homeland is given in a poem consisting of a 

conversation between a young girl and an old woman. There is a similarity between these 

verses and those in the first poem about the bagpiper but, in this instance, the young girl 

offers food and shelter in return for stories as well as songs. This is probably 

autobiographical and expresses saudade in the poet's wish to hear these tales, like Castro's 
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learning folk tales from her nanny. 

Several groups of verses are dedicated to saints and to the Virgin Mary. One 

describes the finery of the costumes and the beauty of the music at the religious festivals in 

Galicia. The writer promises all her most beloved possessions if the saint will teach her to 

puntear. This word has a double meaning here, for it means not only "to sew" but "to 

dance" a certain step. The wish to learn to sew indicates the writer ' s desire to make the 

elegant costumes used at all the ferias . 

Another saint, Ia Senhora da Barca, is honored in a poem which depicts harbor 

scenes with many boats participating in the festival. Castro suggests that, even among the 

festivities, there are storms which drown the heart. The aspect of saudade most often 

expressed in these verses is afioranza, a longing for the scenes of childhood and 

adolescence. This is not only a wish to return to the native land but also to return to past 

times. Garcia Marti has described scenes from similar events in Castro ' s youth: 

"Desde que gaitas y charangas hicieron vibras, en ruidoso clamoreo de notas, notas, 

alegres dianas, elias, las adorables criaturas, no cesaron de trajinar con sus cintas y sus 

encajes, su faldas y sus corpifios, sus mantillas y sus sombrero" (LXIX). 

Some of the symbols which evoke afioranza are the pealing of the bells, the music, and the 

various activities associated with the religious festivals which are so prevalent in the daily 

life of Galicia. 

A poem replete with costumbrismo tells of the author' s return to a mill where 

young people gather for recreation. In earlier times, the mill was the site for dances and 

festivals, and one of the more popular dances is the muifiera. In this poem as well as a 
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previous one, Castro mentions the beating and grinding of the millstone. There are also 

stones at the site of the shrine of"La Senhora da Barca," and Kulp-Hill states that these 

stones are, according to legend, part of a ship of stone in which the Miraculous Virgin 

came to La Coruiia to comfort Saint James. One ofthe stones is said to move and sing 

when the muiiiera is danced on its surface, but only if the dancers are in a state of grace 

( 4 7). (A state of grace, in the Catholic religion, denotes a state free of serious sin, usually 

requiring one to have confessed one's sins and received absolution.) Saudade is expressed 

in the reminiscence ofthe past and a desire to return to it and to the site ofthese happy 

events. The final verses of the poem imply that Castro ' s return to the mill may have been 

only in her imagination: 

fun 6 muifio 

do meu compadre; 

fun polo vento, 

vin polo aire . (107) 

One of the most beautiful and nostalgic poems in this collection is "Bells of 

Bastabales." (Bastabales or Bastavales is a village in the parish of San Xino near Santiago 

de Compostela. The church is built on a hill and the belfry is quite high allowing the 

sound of the bells to reverberate far over the surrounding valleys.) In both the opening 

and closing stanzas the poet laments: 

Campanas de Bastabales, 

cando vas oio tocar, 

m6rrome de soidades. (118, 122) 
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The sound of the bells brings tears to the poet's eyes as she recalls her lost love and she is 

consumed with saudade. It may be noted that Castro varies the spelling of this word in 

the poetry, and this is not unusual, for originally the language was an oral one. 

In addition to the imagery in this poem, Castro enhances the musicality and 

sentimentality through the use of diminutives so common in the Galician language. 

Pajaros and casas become paxarifios and casifias. 

"Bells ofBastabales" includes an especially nostalgic stanza near the conclusion of 

the poem as the poet recalls the music of the "Ave Maria" when night approaches: 

Elas tocan pra que rece; 

eu non rezo, que os saloucos 

afogandome parece 

que por min ten que rezar. (122) 

Saudade for the native land is quite strong in these verses, along with a longing for the 

beauties of nature in Galicia. 

Another much-quoted poem from the collection begins "Adios, rios; adios, 

fontes," (132). It is based upon a Galician refrain which begins with this phrase, and 

Castro wrote the verses while she was staying in Simancas with her husband, She was 

extremely homesick. According to Kulp-Hill, Murguia submitted the poem to El Museo 

Universal which published it in 1861 . The lines are very emotional as Castro recalls the 

beautiful land where she spent her early years. She describes her childhood home, the 

countryside and the friends she left behind. She laments the fact that her former land is no 

longer her land. Again she longs for the celebration of saints' days and the pealing of the 
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bells. These themes are repeated in other poems demonstrating the great depth of the 

poet's "afioranza." Now, says Castro, each sound is a sorrow. In conclusion, she begs 

her beloved homeland not to forget her: 

Non me olvides, queiridifia, 

si morro de soidas ... 

Tantas legoas mar adentro ... 

jMifia casifia! , jmeu Jar! (134) 

Castro ' s extreme devotion to Galicia is evinced in the first stanza of another poem 

expressing saudade for homeland and for nature: 

A irifios, airifios, aires, 

airifws da mifia terra; 

airifios, airifio, aires, 

airifios, levaime a ela. (138) 

Her feeling of saudade is demonstrated when she insists that she cannot live 

without her homeland and that, wherever she goes, a thick shadow covers her. Castro 

describes her afioranza as a fever which is slowly consuming her. This work also contains 

many descriptions of the Galician terrain and of the festivals . After relating the beauties of 

her land and the pleasure derived from hearing the gaiteras, the poet pleads with the 

breezes not to permit her to die on foreign soil. (Foreign soil, for the Galician, may be 

anywhere outside Galicia, even another province of Spain, due to poor treatment ofthe 

Galicians when they have emigrated to find work.) Castro, in tum, disparages the "desert 

of Castile." Any absence from Galicia suffices to bring on illness ofboth body and spirit. 
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Saudade for Galicia and also for the unknown is represented in the description of a 

young woman washing clothes in a fountain and listening to the sounds of the birds and 

the songs of love sung by the shepherds. In spite of all the beauty surrounding her, she is 

melancholy: 

Ela honesta esta escoitando, 

mais con sospiros responde, 

que al6 garda non sei d6nde 

saudades de non sei cando. ( 144) 

Here, Castro depicts the "je ne sais quoi" form of saudade adding a "non sei d6nde ni 

cando." This is a strong form of the sentiment in spite of its lack of a definite cause. 

Longing for the native land and the past is incorporated into a folk tale of an infant 

left with a relative while the mother and father are away. Rosa, the baby' s caretaker, 

regrets that she has not milk in her breasts with which to feed the baby. She expresses pity 

for the hungry little one who must pass the night without nourishment. 

--Hora, meu menino, hora, 

t, quen vos hade dar a teta, 

si tua nai vai no mutno, 

e teu pai na lena seca? (149) 

This poem contains a mixture of Christian and Celtic beliefs. The poet, in her description 

of the storm in the dark night, compares it to the compafia dancing with chuchonas 

enemigas (suckling enemies) and with estricadas meigas (lavish witches) (150-51) . 

Suddenly, Rosa sees a white light and hears unearthly music. Lilies appear at the infant's 
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feet and the angels provide a new cradle with their wings. The Virgin Mary appears and 

feeds the hungry child with her breasts. When the baby' s thirst is quenched and it has 

fallen asleep, the anxious mother arrives at her home, only to find the satiated infant 

sleeping soundly. Ironically, the mother asks what would become of her child without its 

mother and who would give it sustenance. Rosa quietly murmurs in reply: "--0 que 

man ten as formigas e 6s paxarifios sustenta" ( 153 ). 

A poem protesting the treatment of the Galicians by the Castillians expresses an 

avid desire to return to Galicia, which is more beautiful and where the people are more 

friendly . Castro writes that she will never miss the "noble Castillians." 

con t6dalas de Castilla 

nobrisimas castellanas 

olvidareivos sin pena, 

anque s6s v6s tan fidalga. (167) 

Castro never ceased to show sympathy for those who had to leave their native 

province in order to find work, and one of the "chapters" ofFollas novas is devoted to the 

women who are left behind. 

Some of the poetry in Can tares gall egos is a mixture of the types of saudade. One 

such poem recalls the beauty and joyous atmosphere of the festivals in Galicia and the 

pleasure of sharing these events with a loved one, Rosina. Unfortunately, the lovers are 

separated and the writer claims that the recollection of the time spent together is killing 

him. An ironic note in this poem is that, although Castro has always expressed resentment 

for the Castillians' view of the Galicians as ignorant peasants, the Galician heroine of these 
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verses is apparently illiterate. The male writer inquires whether Rosina has learned to read 

in order to read his love letters. While this poem is not well known, it continues the theme 

ofsaudade in the form oflonging for a lost love one as well as for one' s native land. The 

young man mourns the absence ofRosina and tells of his pain: 

Rosina, dame un consolo 

para este dolor que eu sinto. 

iAi, que os recordos me matan! 

iAi, que acabanin conmigo! (171) 

Another poem, in the form of a folk story with a plot, describes Vidal, a peasant 

who is scorned by his fellow villagers and is never invited to their feasts . Saudade for 

Galicia is expressed in the poet's vivid description of a feast where a pig is killed and 

roasted . Vidal ' s longing to participate in the feast could be compared to Castro' s yearning 

to return to the days of her childhood when such events were a common occurrence. The 

villagers ' snubbing of Vidal is equivalent to the Castillians' scorn for the Galicians and 

even to Castro ' s rejection by the people ofPadr6n. 

In the story of Vidal, his fortunes change when he receives an inheritance and he avenges 

his treatment by refusing to invite the villagers to his own feast. 

"Castellanos de Castilla" is a second, stronger protest against the treatment of the 

Galicians by the Castillians. Castro accuses the Castillians of believing that the Galicians 

were born only to become the servants of the residents of Castille. She chastises her lover 

for having left lush fields of Galicia for the arid desert of Castille. She concludes with a 

plea that the Castillians treat the Galicians well and laments "cando van, van con rosas; 
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cando ven, ven como negros!" (198) 

Another work of costumbrismo is a lilting refrain recalling the peasant girls' 

custom of washing clothes in the spring. Much of Castro's poetry includes this genre of 

the Romantic period depicting customs and types. Many novels, as well as poems, of this 

period detailed provincial life. The lengthy descriptions given in this work tend to bring 

about a feeling of nostalgia, a form of saudade. 

A wish to return to the past and to the homeland is included in verses about a 

festival at Seixo on the seashore. In many poems the author has interwoven a description 

of a saint or religious figure, and in this work she mentions "Our Lady," the Virgin Mary, 

looking over the festivities and observing both the joy and sadness related to the events. 

This mixture of feelings corroborates Kulp-Hill ' s statement that saudade involves both 

pleasure and pain. 

In one of the most famous poems of Can tares gall egos, Castro recalls the rainy 

climate of Galicia in the opening stanza: 

Como chove miudifio, 

como miudifio chove; 

como chove miudifio 

pola banda de Laifio, 

pola banda de Lestrove. (215) 

F. Perez-Barreiro Nolla, in this study of Castro, describes Galicia as the wildest 

province of Spain and speaks of Galicia and its climate thus: 

With the highest rainfall in Western Europe, green misty hills, outcrops of 
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granite, bold coastline broken in long and ragged inlets or "rios,"small 

fields divided by hedges or low stone walls and vast expanses of heather 

and furze, she looks like the southern shore of a Celtic Sea of the mind, 

with Ireland and Wales in the North, Brittany in the East, and the immense 

Atlantic in the West, bringer of clouds and temperate winds. (8) 

In the poem cited above, the writer pays homage to Galicia and mentions by name 

many ofthe villages so beloved to Castro. In calling to mind the beautiful shores of 

Galicia, she imagines her mother's spirit still wandering through the atmosphere, resisting 

going to heaven. It seems that even ghosts experience saudade. Gonzago Marzo!, a critic 

of Castro ' s works, finds similarities between this poem and the poems of A mi madre 

(43), but Castro ' s style is more mature in Cantares gallegos. 

In praising the province of her birth, the poet declares that she would not trade the 

Galician sun for the much-touted sun of Italy: 

i Sol de Italia, eu non so spiro 

por sentirte ardente raio, 

que outro sol temprado miro; 

docemente aqui respire 

nun perene, eterno maio! (218) 

Castro continues to express nostalgia for the casa grande of her ancestors and presents a 

strong feeling of saudade in the recognition of the fact that nothing remains the same as in 

the past. 

" i Casa grande," triste casa, 
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que de aqui tan soia miro, 

parda, escura, triste masa! 

" i Casa grande," pasa, pasa ... ! 

jTi xa noes mais que un sospiro! (222) 

This poem closes with a repetition of the opening stanza, which Castro utilizes to 

emphasize her feelings . The repetition in the poems of this book also tends to make songs 

of the verses in the collection rather than just rhymes. The Galician language itself is more 

musical than Castillian. Another factor contributing to this musicality is the frequent use 

of diminutives, which also indicate a feeling of affection for what is described. Amado 

Alonso, in his Estudios lingi.iisticos, explains that diminutives have several interpretations 

besides smallness: "La interpretacion de que en sus origenes, el diminutive era el signo de 

un afecto vale hoy en multitud de casos. En el examen estilistico no solo hay que contar 

aqui con el carifio y el desprecio y variantes de intensidad, sino con otros de cualidad" 

(200). 

In addition to the use of repetition and diminutives, onomatopoeia is employed for 

emphasis. In "Airifios" one can almost feel the brush ofthe soft breezes of Galicia. 

Castro is also known for innovation in combining various types of poetry. She 

wrote in coplas, four-line poems with eight syllables to a line; muifieras, also four-lined 

poems but with eleven syllables broken by a caesura; and in romances, which originally 

were sixteen-syllabled lines with a caesure in the middle but later came to be written in 

octosyllables. Still other verses were tercetos or three-line stanzas. 

Because of her unusual combinations of verse, her works are considered as 
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precursors to modernismo. She also was fond of using metaphors and her favorite was 

the flower, especially the rose. 

Castro ' s poetry is quite emotional and completely lacking in artificiality. Cantares 

gallegos is an outpouring ofthe emotions ofthe Galician people, and these emotions are 

amplified by the many variations in types of verse and meter. 

The theme of the initial poem of the cantares continues in a poem in which the 

young woman promises to sing to Galicia. The closing words are an apology on the part 

of the author for her inability to express herself well because she is overwhelmed with love 

for her homeland: 

Non me espriquei cal quixera, 

pois son de espricansa pouca; 

si gracia en cantar non tefio, 

o amor da patria me afoga. 

Eu cantar, cantar, cantei; 

a gracia, non era moita. 

jMais que faser, desdichada, 

si non nacin mais graciosa! (233) 

Desire for the homeland is by far the most common form of saudade in Cantares 

gallegos. The second common theme is saudade for love. 

One of the earlier poems in this collection begins with a comparison of the season 

of the author' s birth with the season of the emergence of flowers, mentioning a dawn in 

April, although Castro was actually born toward the end of February. She states that, 
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because her birth coincided with spring, she was called Rosa, "the one with the sad smile" 

(150) . This description is definitely autobiographical, for almost all ofCastro' s 

biographers describe her as having a melancholy look. Garcia Marti says, in his discussion 

of her physical and moral development, "Alta, no muy delgada, pelo castano abundante, 

mas mujer por el cuerpo y el desarrollo fisico que por Ia edad, parecia concentrar en los 

ojos, oscuros y profundos, el anhelo de un espiritu soiiador con una vaga melancolia" 

(XL). 

Rosa expresses her love for someone who does not return her feelings . One of the 

metaphors in this poem is a "hard nail" which her lover mailed to her. (A nail is also the 

subject of another poem which will be studied later in an examination ofF ollas novas.) 

The saudade in these verses lies in the longing for the writer' s love to be returned and in 

the knowledge that this is not possible. Castro emphasizes her love thus: 

0 meu coras6n che mando 

cunha chave para o abrir; 

nin eu teiio mitis que darche, 

nin ti mitis que me pedir. (81) 

The saudade for love is a recollection of an unrequited love, much more common in these 

verses than reciprocal love. 

One of the poems in which unrequited love is mentioned also questions religious 

beliefs. Castro questions the priest's belief that her love for a young man, Jacinto is sinful. 

She asks: 

jQue e pecado .. . , miiia almiiia! 
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Mais que sea, 

2,cal non vai, si e rapaciiia 

buscando o que ben desea? (112) 

Even after the writer realizes that her love is unrequited, she reaffirms her longing, in spite 

ofthe priest ' s warnings: 

Por eso, anque o cura dixo 

que e pecado, 

mal que tanto mal me fixo, 

nunca o darei desbotado. (115) 

These verses are probably autobiographical also, for Castro was deserted by at least one 

lover during her mid or late teens. The saudade expressed here is a continuing yearning 

for a lost love. 

Disenchantment with love is the subject of another poem in this book. It compares 

love with a carnation given as a symbol of a young man' s feelings for his beloved. Just as 

the carnation is engulfed in the river, in similar manner the youth ' s love is washed away by 

his fickleness . 

Saudade for a lost love is also included in the previously mentioned "Bells of 

Bastabales," although the primary theme is saudade for homeland. The sound of the bells 

brings tears to the poet's eyes as she recalls her lost love and she is consumed with 

saudade. Again Castro varies the spelling of this sentiment. 

Saudade for love is a subject in the ironic poem to San Antonio. This poem is 

primarily of interest because of its relationship to Castro's own marriage. In the verses, 
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she prays for a man, although he may be only the size of a grain of wheat and although he 

may kill her ( 126 ). The general consensus among Castro ' s biographers is that Murguia 

was a dwarf and a spouse abuser. In spite of these shortcomings, the author says, a 

woman without a man is like a body without a soul ( 126). 

In verses describing the pain of love, Castro proclaims that whoever has loved 

retains a sorrow within the heart . She states that she knows well the torments which 

consume, for in the past she had deep affliction. Now, says the writer, she goes calmly on 

her way but, deep within her heart, vestiges ofher sorrow remain: 

Mais 6 que ben quixo un dia, 

si a querer ten afici6n, 

sempre 1/e queda unha magoa 

dentro do seu corac;6n. ( 164) 

This poem also touches upon Castro's personal life, for she always had two sides to her 

personality. While outwardly pleasant and devoted to her large family, inwardly she was 

always melancholy. 

In most of her poetry about love, the male protagonist is the fickle lover. One of 

these tells of a young woman who opines that her absent lover has died, swallowed up in 

the sea or lost in the mountains. Later, facing reality, she acknowledges that he is not 

dead but has abandoned her. In continuing to affirm her love, she states that he still 

possesses her heart : 

A i tes o meu cor aeon, 

si o queres matar ben podes: 
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pero, como estas ti dentro, 

tamen, si ti o matas, morres. (212) 

Reciprocal love is discussed in a poem which also contains saudade for the past. It 

echoes a verse from the Bible (Ps. 2.10), which says, "Arise, my beloved, and go" (88). 

The young woman, Marica, vacillates telling her lover one moment that he must go but 

wondering how she can allow him to leave. There are several religious references when 

the young man compares his beloved with an angel and also with a saint ofthe altars (90) . 

There is a touch of irony when Marica feels that she must confess her sins and her lover 

replies that, after their marriage, the confessors and friars will not matter. This is one of 

the few poems which is not about unrequited love. Saudade is probably a wish that the 

author might return to the days of her youth when she and the poet Aguirre shared a love. 

Longing for the past is expressed in a poem in which Castro divides words into 

syllables on separate lines for emphasis. Called "AJborada," it begins: 

Vaite, noi-

te, --vai fuxin

do . --Vente auro

ra, --vente abrin

do, --co teu ros

tra---que sorrin-

do---j j p:i sombra espanta!!! (227) 

Castro imagines a night filled with enchantment in the sense of the casting of spells, an 

inheritance from the Celts. As mentioned previously, the Galicians profess a Catholic 
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form of Christianity but still revere the forces of nature and believe in the meigos and 

meigas just as the Irish profess to believe in leprechauns. The author calls to all the 

maidens of the area to arise and sing. The power of their joy is expressed in the use of the 

word atruxaremos (we will shout) along with cantaremos (we will sing) . Together with 

the voices of the young women, the poet hears the songs of the creatures of nature. This 

poem is somewhat more cheerful than most but still depicts the poet's wish to return to 

bygone days. 

Saudade for nature is represented in several of Castro ' s poems of Cantares 

gaiiegos. "Campanas de BastabaJes" demonstrates her talent for describing the beauties of 

nature as portrayed in the Galician landscape. The earth of Galicia, in reality is unarable, 

but in the eyes of the Galicians it is equivalent to Eden. Beneath the verdant grass of the 

meadows the soil is rocky and farming produces little income. Since fishing is not very 

profitable, either, the men of Galicia must emigrate to North or South America, to Cuba 

or to other parts of Spain where, as peasants, they are looked upon with scorn. This 

attitude toward the Galicians is the subject of many of Castro ' s poems and many writers 

consider her works a protest. In Follas novas, she also discusses the women left behind. 

While the citizens of most countries have a sentimental attachment to the land of 

their birth, this sentiment is so strong in the Galicians that many of them become physically 

ill when they live in another country. Like a hypochondriac who actually feels sick simply 

because he thinks he is ill, the Galician feels saudade as an integral part of his being. 

One of the stronger descriptions of saudade for nature is included in the verses 

which begin with "pasa, rio, pasa, rio." The poet imagines that the river has lips which say 
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sweet things. Castro ' s love for nature is evident in all her works, but her strongest 

feelings are directed toward the water of Galicia--the sea, the rivers or the rias, fjord-like 

inlets so predominant in this part of Spain. In noting the flow of the river toward the sea, 

she laments that it is not aware of her longing: 

i Si souperas que estrafieca 

si souperas que sofrir 

desque del vivo apartada 

o meu corac6n sentiu! 

Tal me acoden as soidades, 

tal me queren afrixir, 

que inda mais feras me afogan, 

si as quero botar de min. ( 14 7) 

Cantares gall egos as a whole is a curious combination of joyful and sad sentiments. It is 

also the final work which expresses any degree of happiness. Pierce says of Cant ares 

gall egos that it reflects the sentiment of the people of Galicia rather than that of Castro 

(58). In this famous work, the author has demonstrated several types of saudade: 

"afioranza" in the writer ' s longing to relive days of the past, morrifia in the dying 

spiritually when absent from Galicia; and dolor in the sorrow or loss of a lover. 

Cantares gall egos has gained in popularity with the passing of time and is now 

considered one of the most authentic sources of folk culture for this remote corner of 

Spain. 
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Chapter Five 

Follas Novas 

For each ecstatic instant 
She must an anguish pay 

In keen and quivering ratio 
To the ecstasy. 

Emily Dickinson 

Rosalia de Casto ' s second and last book of poetry written in the Galician language 

is Follas novas (1880). While Cantares gallegos is a mixture of joyful and sad verses, 

Follas novas is the beginning of a pessimistic trend which culminates in the despair 

manifested in Castro ' s last book in Spanish, En las orillas del Sar (1884). 

In the foreword to F ollas novas, "Duas palabras da aut ora," Castro states that 

these verses were not intended for publication (269). Although she wrote the poems over 

a ten-year period when she was traveling throughout Spain with her husband, it was not 

until 1880, at Murguia' s insistence, that Castro allowed the collection to be published. She 

also states in the foreword that, with this book, she has paid her debt to Galicia and will 

write no more books in her native language (274). 

While in Cantares gallegos Castro discusses both happy and sad events in the lives 

of the Galicians, in F ollas novas she raises her voice in protest against the injustices done 

to them. 

In the two volumes mentioned above, there is an obvious intertwining of the 
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sentiments ofthe Galicians and Castro ' s own feelings . She explains: "Por eso ifioro o que 

haxa no meu libro dos propios pesares, ou dos alleos, anque ben podo telos todos por 

meus, pois os acostumados a desgracia chegan a contar por silas as que afrixen 6s demais" 

(272). 

In Follas novas, the poetry is not limited to costumbrismo but encompasses the 

subject of human existence itself In her first critique of Castro's poetry, Kulp describes it 

thus: 

Her poetry is no longer contained within the realm of regional tradition and 

life, but expands to embrace the cosmos. It is "sentimiento tragico de Ia 

vida" like that expounded by Unamuno--the tragedy of human existence, 

man ' s ability to think, to suffer, to be conscious ofhimselfas a unique 

individual. ( 15 6) 

Follas novas contains five books and one hundred twenty-seven poems, although 

Shelley Stevens claims that the edition published during Castro ' s lifetime contained one 

hundred seventy-two and that two more were added in the second edition (76) . The book 

is divided into five parts. The first, Vaguedas, deals with poetry and the poet; the second 

and third, Do intimo and Varia , comprise an assortment of ideas; the fourth, Da terra, 

describes the sorrows of the Galician people in general; and the fifth, As viudas dos vivos 

e as viudas e as viudas dos mortos, tells of the trials and tribulations of the Galician 

women. 

In Follas novas, Castro employs many forms of verse from the eight-syllable 

romance and the silva, a combination of eleven and seven syllables, to the twelve-syllable 
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arte mayor and the alejandrino which is made up of fourteen-syllable lines. She uses 

combinations which were not considered harmonious previously but does this in a natural 

rather than a contrived manner. 

In the initial section called Vaguedas, the poet questions everything from "what's 

wrong with me?" in the first poem and "why am I writing?" to an attempt to define her 

poetry as songs which comes out in confusion from her soul (280) . 

Castro ridicules the title of the book in the poem of the same name saying: 

;Follas novas! risa dame 

ese nome que levas, 

cal si a unha moura ben moura, 

branca lie oise chamar (281 ). 

Describing the "new leaves" (or pages) as having neither scent not freshness and being 

harsh like her sufferings sets a bitter tone which will deepen in the rest of the poems of this 

book. 

Saudade is expressed in longing for the past, for one' s homeland, for a lost love 

and for nature, but the primary form is a wish for death or oblivion. In one short but well

known poem, Castro asks: 

(,Que pasa 6 redor de min? 

(,Que me pasa que eu non sei? 

T efio medo dunha co usa 

que vive e que no se ve (282). 

The author' s longing for something unknown is combined with fear of it. In the 
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final verses of this brief poem, she mentions the "traitorous disgraces" which comes 

without warning. This is probably a reference to her own disgrace as an illegitimate 

offspring. 

Another example of the saudade for something absent is the famous poem about a 

nail which begins, "Unha vez tiven un cravo" (286). Within this poem there is a conflict 

between the first and final complaint of the writer. At first, she stresses the pain of the nail 

lodged in her heart and begs God to remove it. When her wish is finally granted, she 

bemoans the absence ofthe nail and seemingly longs for its return (286) . Here is further 

corroboration of the mixture of pleasure and pain in saud ad e. Confirming the presence of 

pleasure along with pain in her saudade, she cries out: 

iQue doce, mais que triste, 

tam en e a soedad! (291) 

Despair and saudade for the unknown are expressed when the frustrated author 

searches for sweetness in life and finds only bitterness: 

Ando buscando meles e frescura 

para os meus labios secos, 

i eu non sei como, nin por 6nde, atopo 

queimores e amargeuxos (296) 

As in her own life, Castro is assailed by doubt and confusion in the final poem of 

the first section. In the verses bearing the title "Silencio," she wonders why she is writing 

and describes the torment within her: 

e escribo ... , escribo ... , (,para que? iVolvede 
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6 mais fonda da ialma, 

tempestosas imaxes! 

jlde a morar cas mortas relembranzas! ; 

que a man tembrosa no papel s6 escriba 

j "palabras," e "palabras," e "palabras"! 

Da idea a forma inmaculada e pura 

2,6nde qued6u velada? (297) 

While in many of Castro ' s works it is difficult to draw a line between the desire for 

oblivion and the desire for death, the implication of a death wish is quite strong in some of 

her poetry. In the following verses, the writer has clearly given up on life: 

jPaz, paz deseada! , 

pra min, 2,6nde esta? 

Quixais no hei de tela ... 

jni a tiven xamas! 

Sosego, descanso, 

2,6nde hei do atopar? 

Nos mals que me matan, 

na dar que se dan. 

jPaz, paz, ti es mentiral 

jPra min non a hail (285) 
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In another poem beginning "Noxe ou mafiim," the poet imagines herself dead and 

hears the cries of her children. She lies unfeeling while the icy breath ofDeath chills her. In 

the phrase "insensible a todo," Castro hints that in death she would no longer fell pain and 

suffering. At the time of publication ofFollas novas, Castro may have been suffering 

already from the cancer which would kill her within five years. 

Utter despair and saudade for death are reflected in poem XV: 

A un batido, outro batido, 

a unha dor, outro delor, 

tras dun olvido, outro olvido, 

tras dun amor, outro amor. 

I 6 fin de fatiga tanta 

e de tan diversa sorte, 

a velles que nos espanta, 

ou o repousar da morte. (292) 

Here Castro implies that the repose of death is preferable to the frightening time in life 

called old age. 

Using the metaphor of a flower once more, the poet says that her heart is a rose 

among the leaves of pain. When all are torn out, so is her heart (204) . Again there is a 

possible reference to Castro's own life which included the plucking of many leaves of pain 

beginning with the discovery of her illegitimate birth and terminating with her suffering 

from cancer. 
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In one ofthe final poems ofVaguedas, there is an overt longing for death. Castro 

compares the attraction of an angry sea to the attraction of the mythical sirens who lured 

sailors to their deaths with their singing (295). 

Only one poem in this section reflects saudade in longing for love. In this brief 

poem, the writer wonders where her lover might be in the season of winter and then, when 

summer arrives, she queries where he is traveling and whether he has forgotten her. 

Although it is not certain that the young woman' s love is unrequited, there is surely doubt 

about the enduring quality of love. 

Although it is likely that this love poem is autobiographical, the object of Castro ' s 

affection is indefinite. Aguirre is dead and many years have passed since the reputed love 

affair in Padron. Castro respected Murguia and loved him as the father of her children but 

it is doubtful that she is referring to him as her lover. 

The poems of Vaguedas leave one with the impression that Castro has given up on 

life. In "Duas palabras da aut ora," the foreword to this work written just before 

publication in 1880, Castro has expressed well the universality of sadness: 

j Ai! A tristeza, musa dos nosos tempos, con6ceme ben e de moitos anos 

atras; mirame como sua, e outra como eu, non me deixa un momenta, ni 

inda cando quero falar de tantas cousas coma andan hoxe no aire e no soso 

coraz6n. jTola de min! (.No aire, dixen? jNo meu coraz6n, inda mais fora 

del! An que en verdade, (.que lle pasara a un que non sea como se pasase en 

t6dolos demais? jEn min I en todos! ; jna mifia alma e nas alleas! ... (270) 

Dolor is now a constant companion for Castro and will cease only with the end of her life 
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in 1885 . 

The second section ofFollas novas beginning on page two hundred ninety-nine is 

more varied in its use of saudade. Desire for love and the past are mentioned as well as for 

nature and homeland, but the primary forms of saudade are for death and oblivion. 

Galicia was in Castro 's blood and in her soul and her emotions about her homeland 

are deftly expressed in the verses ofDo intima. The poem called "Adios" describes the 

writer' s saudade for Galicia and its rivers and fields. The river Sar which is mentioned in 

the title of Castro ' s final book, is the focus of this final poem. Castro ' s love for the sea and 

the rivers of Galicia is foremost in many of her works. While recalling the past and the 

beauty of her country, she also bids farewell to the sombras queridas and sombras odiadas 

saying that she no longer fears the world or anything in it (301). 

The creatures of nature are also looked upon with affection in other verses. Castro 

compares the singing of the frogs, toads and insects as well as the sound of the carts on 

the roads to a serenade (302). 

Castro ' s longing for nature as depicted in the landscape of Galicia continues in a 

description of the clouds and the breezes. There is a touch of nostalgia for the past when 

she speaks of the winds: 

Van levimdoas, cal levan os anos 

o nosos ensonos 

i a nosa esperanza. (303) 

Another example of saudade for nature and the homeland is expressed in a poem 

which begins, " jCorre, serenas ondas cristainas!" Castro once more delights in the scent of 
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roses as well as the murmur ofthe river Sar. She hears the crystalline waves ofthe sea 

and admires the brilliant rays of the sun. She breathes in the freshness of her native land 

and pleads that no one say where she is (308) . Castro is among many Galician writers who 

never cease to glorifY the beauty of nature in Galicia. 

A melange of joy and sadness is present in a poem in which the poet describes the 

loveliness ofthe river, the fountains, and the sun. However, she laments that they do not 

shine for her nor do the flowers and trees blossom for her. She recalls the melodious 

singing of the birds but is sorrowful because they do not sing for her. She sighs ruefully: 

jE ben! ... , xa que aqui no atopo 

aire, luz, terra nin sol, 

wara min no habra unha tomba? 

Para min, non. (341) 

Saudade for nature and homeland continues in a poem which describes Padron, the 

village where Castro ' s family estate was located. The poetic voice tells of the beautiful 

sounds of the musical instruments and wonders why all which brought happiness has 

disappeared : 

Todo e silensio mudo, 

soida, pavor, 

onde outro tempa a dicha 

sola rein6u ... 

iPadr6n! ... iPadr6n! ... 

Santa Maria ... Lestrove ... 
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iAdi6s! iAdi6s! (344-45) 

Even the cemetery of Adina, where Castro ' s mother is buried, is favorably 

mentioned. In other days in the past, Castro ' s returns to Galicia were rejuvenating but 

now she finds only sadness. In this poem, Castro is aware that she cannot relive the past 

and this arouses sad emotions, for Padron and its environs have been the only source of 

healing for her. 

Despair is evident in the poem called "Pasade" when the poet speaks of the beauty 

of the dawn but bemoans the fact that nothing is of value anymore because she is blind to 

the view and deaf to the sounds of nature which enchants others. The outlook of the 

Romantic writer emerges in the last two lines: 

amores e praceres son mentira 

pra quen ten seca a ialma. (348) 

By now Castro's mood is such that her spirit is almost completely devoid of hope. 

Two of the poems are diametrically opposite in their views of love. "Dos amores" 

compares love to the scent of roses and urges the reader to seek out the kind of love 

which endures: 

Busca estes amores ... , busacaos, 

si tes quen che os poida dare; 

que estes son s6is os que duran 

nesta vida de pasaxen. (313) 

Although the poet has given up on life and love, she apparently still believes in the 

possibility that love is obtainable for others. 
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The following poem contains a much more negative viewpoint on love: 

Era delor i era c6lera, 

era medo i aversion, 

era un amor sin medida, 

jera un castigo de Dios! (314) 

This type of love is so painful in Castro ' s eyes that it is better to die of cold than to warm 

oneself at the hearth of such a love. 

Conflicting thoughts on love and saudade for the past are described when the 

author longs to return to the spring where she once drank with her lover. While wishing to 

experience that happy time again, she fears a return to the past because she senses that 

there are dark shadows which time has placed between the lovers (32). This is further 

evidence of Castro ' s own conflicting thoughts--her hope that there might be some 

happiness in the future versus her doubts that there is anything more than sorrow and pain 

remaining for her. 

For Castro life is now a mixture of sweetness and bitterness with the latter 

predominant. Death and oblivion have now become primary sources of saudade and a 

death with is frequently mentioned in the rest ofthe poems ofDo intimo whether overtly 

or obliquely. Her inner conflict is demonstrated in the following lines: 

En balde vefien dias, pasan anos, 

e inda sigros pasaran. 

Si hai abondosas fontes que se secan, 

tamen as hai que eternamente manan; 
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mais as fontes perenes nesta vida 

son sempre envenenadas. (304) 

Even the cathedral, whose bells evoke a saudade for happier days, produces 

shadows in which "todo e negrura, todo e misterio .. . " (307). For Castro, the fabric of 

happiness is always stained with grief 

Nights have customarily been filled with sorrow for the poet and now days are also 

"treacherous." After encountering the "insolent" light of day, Castro seeks out the 

darkness: 

Desde entonces busquei as tiniebras 

mais negra e fondas, 

e busqueinas en vano, que sempre 

tras de noite topaba ca aurora ... 

S6 en min mesma buscando no oscuro 

i entrando na sombra, 

vin a noite que nunca se acaba 

na mifia alma soia. (31 0) 

In many of Castro ' s works, the author emphasizes that her joys and sorrows are 

universal ones common to all humanity. The universality of suffering and death are 

stressed in the verses of "Ti ante, mafian eu." Whatever happened to one yesterday will 

happen to another tomorrow (311 ). 

One of the more quoted poems ofFollas novas is that which begins "Ladraban 

contra min" (319). The wish to bury oneself in oblivion is the result ofverbal persecution 
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of the author. Castro is speaking of her own experience and fears that her disgrace might 

be held against her children. She feels that alleviation of her suffering is hopeless and that 

her only escape is in another world. 

In other verses, the poet begs to sea to bury the wraith which continues to terrify 

her (325). Castro ' s poetry frequently indicates a conflict between her awareness of the 

Christian prohibition against suicide and her desire to escape in this manner. 

The "negra sombra" mentioned in many of Castro's poems continues to pursue her 

and, when she thinks it has fled, it reappears (327). Disillusion is now a constant in her life 

and saudade for death is a continuous state of mind. 

This volume demonstrates the tormented state of Castro ' s mind and soul, 

especially in her last years oflife. Kulp-Hill compares this poet's inner struggle to "the 

dark night of the soul" of St. John of the Cross and other saints. 

Castro ' s desire to believe returns temporarily when she states in a poem describing 

the treachery of Fate, that there are "glories" in life. When good things happen, however, 

she is superstitious because, for her, joy is invariably followed by sorrow. She reaffirms 

this belief in another poem by saying that God has placed a veil around our hearts in order 

to hide the abysses which lie ahead (334). (Abismo, in Spanish, may mean figuratively 

anything profound and unfathomable.) Castro hints that, if we could see the future, we 

could not beat to think of it and might seek out death rather than face the sorrows ahead. 

In "Lua descolorida" the desire for forgetfulness is very strong. After pleading for 

the moon to take her to its "owner," she rejects this thought saying: 

Mais non lle centes nada 
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descolorida lua, 

pois ni neste ni noutros 

mundos terei fertuna. 

Se sabes onde a morte 

ten a morada escura, 

dile que corpo i alma xuntamente 

me leve adonde non recordan nunca, 

nin no mundo en que est6u nin nas alturas. (339) 

In the penultimate poem of this collection, Castro queries why a merciful God 

would consider it sinful to seek death when life is so gull of suffering (349) . The world is a 

limitless inferno for Castro and the only "cure" is death. 

In the last poem of Do intimo, " jSoia!" the protagonist finds her oblivion in the 

sea (351 ). Saudade for the unknown harbors a belief that a quasi-contentment may be 

found in death, another time or another place. 

Do intimo, as the title suggests, seems to emerge from Castro ' s innermost feelings, 

while the third section, Varia, is exactly what the title states--a variety of thoughts. 

Although saudade for love and nature play a part as in the first two books of this 

collection, longing for death and the homeland are stronger. The melancholy is less 

pervasive that in Do intimo and, interspersed among the sad poems are several almost 

light-hearted ones ofthe costumbrismo genre seen in Cantares gallegos. There is also 

further injection of meigas and la Compafia indicating that Celtic superstitions are still 

present. 
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Even in verses with a dark side, Castro continues to present Galicia as the most 

beautiful place on earth. The elms are gigantic, the forests are eternal and are ruled by 

"somber mystery" (368) . Mimicking the book of Ecclesiastes, Castro quotes what is 

apparently a Galician variation: 

As cousas no seu tempo 

i asferas no seu tobo. (370) 

"Tristes recordos" describes saudade for the homeland as experienced by a 

Galician in Castile. The verses have an ironic tone when the poet, while lamenting the 

ugliness of Castile, acknowledges that God does all things well . Therefore, even the "sad 

plains" of Castile must have merit because God made them for the Castillian. ( 400). The 

writer's longing for Galicia is quite powerful, for she concludes: 

Mais cando a abrilos tornei, 

morrendo de soidades, 

toda a chorar me matei . 

E non parei de chorar 

nunca, hastra que de Castela 

houberonme de levar. 

Levaronme para nela 

non me teren que enterrar. ( 402) 

"Ruinas" also expresses the saudade of an emigrant for the homeland as well as for 
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the past : 

A terra que perdiche 

voanis lixeira do manchado suelo 

que as tuas alas tocaron 

6 pousarte do mundo no deserto. ( 415) 

The creaking of the carts and the tolling of the bells evoke saudade and split the 

strings ofthe poet's heart in one ofthe untitled poems (416). Even the dead hear her grief, 

says the poet. 

In "A bandolinata," recollection ofthe past brings on saudade when the writer 

hears the familiar sound of the mandolin. The music succeeds in soothing her sorrows as 

she remembers the olden days ( 418). 

Love--unfulfilled, unrequited or reciprocal--is also the source of saudade in some 

ofthe poetry of Varia. True love, says Castro, is great, holy and sweet but always ends in 

marriage (363) . The implication by Castro seems to be that marriage is not a desired result 

of love. This opinion results from her own experience for she idealizes her relationship 

with Aguirre in her poems and in "San Antonio bendito" belittles her husband rather 

overtly. 

In the plaintive verses of"Sin nifio," Castro equates love between the birds to 

human love (3 79), as a solitary dove flies from branch to branch seeking food for its 

babies. The dove was once clean and white and loved by another dove. Where, asks the 

poet, has its brilliance gone and where is its lover now? This poem contains saudade for a 

lover who has deserted her but the poet substitutes the metaphor of the dove for the 
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human being. 

Unrequited love is the subject of"Eu por vos e vos por outro." The writer is the 

masculine character who watches his loved one going out on a dark night. He fears that 

she may encounter the Compaiia or an estadea (ghost) . After anticipating all the dire 

events which might take place he sees that his loved one is not being taken away by the 

Compaiia or souls in purgatory but by the "enemy"--i .e., another lover. In conclusion, he 

quotes the refrain "eu por vos, e vos por outro" (382). 

In other verses, the female protagonist experiences fear and urges her lover to flee. 

The saudade in this poem is minimal consisting of the young woman' s longing to remain 

with her lover forever, yet fearing for their future (383). 

Yearning for love is a strong emotion in "Para a vida, para a morte." The young 

woman vows to give up even her family in order to be with her lover. Love is all

important as the poet declares: 

--Pois vente ... (.Que importa o mundo 

a quen ten a enternida? (386) 

Saudade for fulfillment in love is present in a poem which also discusses fate. The 

poet states that, if one begins with bad luck it will always follow. A desire for true love is 

expressed and the seeker refers to herself as a pilgrim whose fortune will always be the 

same, no matter where she wanders (395). 

A short poem including saudade for unrequited love seems to speak of Castro ' s 

love for the resident of Padron who abandoned her: 

Daqui vexo os seus campos, 
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daqui vexo a sua casa, os seus nabals; 

e si ala de soidas me consumia, 

hora de pena me consume aca. 

jVoume! ... Voume da aldea ... 

Pois m6rrome sin el de soidas. 

jC6mo pode un! jDios mio! , querer tanto 

6s que tan s6 nos saben olivadar! ( 403) 

An usual poem called "No hai peor meiga que unha gran pena" concerns saudade 

for love and death . It is similar in some respects to a poem in La florin which the young 

woman dies of a broken heart. The villagers speculate over the cause of Mariana' s illness, 

and her mother goes in search of herbs to cure her. It is thought that a chuchona (suckling 

spirit) comes at night to take Mariana' s blood and that the "Compafia" has also been seen. 

Crows, a symbol of death, have been heard. As in the previously mentioned poem, Castro 

states that no one suspects the true cause of death: 

Ninguen soupe que de amores 

e que de olvido morrera. (360) 

In these verses, death is depicted as an alternative preferable to continued suffering from 

the perfidy of a count who had professed love for Mariana although he was already 

betrothed. 

Oblivion and possibly death are sought in " jNin as escuras!" when the author 

reflects that even the light of day is frightening to her now. The stars also bring terror 
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because she carries within her the ghost of her remorse (367) . 

In "A disgracia," the poet again seeks a refuge from suffering in oblivion. She 

prays for God to deliver her from her grief: 

jAh, piedade, Senor! jBarre esa sombra 

que en noite eterna para sempre envolve 

a luz da fe, do amor e da esperanza! (3 76) 

Death is described as pleasant in the brief poem "Dulce sono." At night the angels 

prepare a bed for the suffering heroine and when dawn arrives, they decide to leave her in 

peace in an eternal sleep (384). This is seemingly indicative of the poet's own death wish 

because at this point in her life she despairs of ever finding health and happiness. 

Saudade for oblivion is expressed in an untitled poem which begins, "Era no mes 

de maio, no mes do amor" ( 405). While nature is displaying its wonders in the beauties of 

spring and summer, the poetic voice relates a feeling of sorrow and states a loss of faith 

and hope ( 407). Finally, God compassionately grants doce olvido to the sorrowing poet 

after she seeks pardon for her sins. 

In a short poem which speaks of growing old, Castro paints a somber picture of 

old age and, as in a poem of Vaguedas, claims that death is preferable to the changes 

which take place as one grows older: 

wor que non matalas mozas 

antes que as maten os anos? (424) 

Saudade for death is implied in a poem describing an incurable illness. It is also 

descriptive of Castro and her own sentiments: 
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T efio un mal que non ten cura, 

un mal que naceu comigo; 

i ese mal tan enemigo 

levanime a sepultura. ( 426) 

This illness is not physical and, in one of the following stanzas, the poet speaks of the 

futility ofthe doctors ' treatments for such an illness: 

anque pese, hai amargores 

que non pasan con xarabe. ( 426) 

Castro ' s own physical illness has augmented her spiritual illness at this time in her 

life. Varia demonstrates the poet's own lack of hope for the future and saudade for 

oblivion. 

The fourth section ofFollas novas, Da terra, presents saudade for the homeland in 

the Galician who must emigrate. This sentiment is so strong that the Galician cannot 

understand why other Spaniards do not acknowledge it. 

In "Calade, " the poet not only expresses saudade for the homeland but also 

attempts to show the lack of understanding on the part of other Spaniards, especially 

madrilefios. The poem is brief but emotional and Castro ends by asking those who do not 

understand to be silent: 

V 6s, pois, os que naceches na orela de outros mares, 

que vos quentas a llama de vivos lumiares, 

e s6 vivir vos compre baixo un ardente sol, 

cala, si no entendedes encantos destos lares, 
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cal, no entendendo os vosos, tamen calamos nos. ( 436) 

Saudade for one' s native land and for nature is very powerful in the verses of "En 

Comes," a poem full of descriptions of the wonders of Galicia. Once more the poet lauds 

the natural beauty of her land. Castro' s disenchantment is evident, however, when she 

states that she now hates the features of nature which she formerly loved ( 469). 

In her poem "San Lourenzo," the author describes another Galician village and 

saudade for the homeland is quite explicit. When the poet revisits and area after beginning 

to suffer from her final illness, cancer, she becomes more jaundiced about the places which 

formerly charmed her and says: 

jNegra sombra anubr6u de repente 

os meus olios asombrados; 

e mais que nunca abatida 

fuxin! ... Que o retiro amado 

pareceume a ialma limpa de un monxe 

sumerxida nos lodos mundanos. ( 4 72) 

Saudade for love is also present in Da terra. In a poem dedicated to San Pedro, the 

writer bemoans a love affair which has ended. This was a tempestuous love affair in which 

the two have parted and reunited, only to part again. This poem expresses one of the 

opinions most Romantic writers share that love is a chimera and happiness is evanescent 

(465) . 

The fifth section ofFollas novas is called As viudas dos vivos e as viudas dos 

mortos. In this part, the primary subject is the departure of the Galician men for other 
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lands in order to find work. Saudade for the homeland is represented together with 

saudade for love. In "iPra Habanal" Castro discusses the Galician men and their 

preparations to emigrate to Havana. Galicia becomes a land of "widows and orphans" 

because of the anticipated absence of the men. While the women mourn the loss of their 

husbands and lovers, the men mourn the temporary loss oftheir beloved province (478) . 

In "iOlvidemolos mortos!" the poet attempts to erase memories ofthe past. In 

visiting the forests and meadows of Galicia Castro recalls happier times and speaks of her 

saudade for her land and for the past. She then concluded that one must forget lest these 

beautiful retreats of nature be "profaned." 

jEa!, apartate lonxe ... , non quero 

profanar este retiro 

nin pode o coraz6n tolo 

ser de si mesmo asesino. 

jSosegaivos, nas sombras airadas!, 

que est6u morta para os vivos. 

jSagrado quedaches, bosque! 

i Sin mancha ti, meu esprito! ( 481) 

In "jTerra a nosa! ," Castro describes the poverty of her province but declares that 

leaving is not an option. Saudade for Galicia is evinced in the lines: 

i Que ha de facer, Senor, si o desamparo 

ten 6 red or de si! ... 

i,Deixala terra en que naceu i a casa 
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en que espera ter fin? 

i Ai! , o que en ti naceu, Galicia hermosa, 

quere morrer en ti . ( 483) 

Yearning for the homeland is implied in a very brief poem when a Galician 

complains of illness. After calling for doctors, he decides: 

--Para infirmidas das almas 

na terra cura non hai; 

pidelle a Dios que cha leve; 

quizais no ceu sandra. ( 504) 

Saudade for nature and for the native land is described in the poem "No craustro." 

There is a combination of pain and pleasure when Castro recalls the beauty of a cloister in 

her homeland. While enjoying the visit to the cloister, she laments the fact that she will 

never see it again: 

"Todo volve, todo torna, 

menos o ben que eu queria; 

todo, todo aqui se queda, 

eu soi vou de fux.ida. (509) 

A young man leaving his village and his lover expresses saudade in verses 

beginning, "De soidas morriase na vila, sospirando pola aldea; asombrabana as casas cos 

seus muros, e asombrabana as torres e as igrexas" (525). As in many other poems, the 

beloved is called Rosa or a variation thereof, making the autobiographical implication even 
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more obvious. 

Saudade for love is present in many ofthe poems ofthe fifth section. In one ofthe 

selections, a woman has lost her husband who may have drowned at sea. Longing for 

death is also described in the lines: 

Cala, rula; os teus arrulos 

ganas de morrer me dan; 

cala, grilo, que si cantas 

sinto negras soidas. ( 488) 

In "Vivir para ver," a young emigrant attempts to console his beloved by saying 

that absence makes the heart grow fonder (que ausencia envivece) and promises to return 

if he does not die on the voyage ( 498-99). 

A quite different expression of saudade for love is encountered in"(,Que lie digo?" 

In this poem, two companions speak of the impending return of one of them to Galicia. 

The young man who is leaving asks his friend what sort of message to give to the other's 

wife, Antona, in their village, for another love, Rosa has taken her place in the new 

country. The friend sardonically replies that, when he is old, he will return to his village 

and to his wife but that, for now, he has Rosa. The Romantics ' suspicion oflove is 

expressed when the friend says philosophically that, "Truthfully, all women are the enemy" 

(514). 

In "Basta unha morte," the poet begs for death to come to her rather than to 

someone she loves. This poem containing saudade for both love and death includes an 

implication that Castro would welcome death for herself ( 518). 
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In "As torres de Oeste," the writer speaks to the towers and compares their 

solitude to her own. Saudade for Jove is expressed when the poet grieves over her lover's 

death and longs to join him: 

Soidas me consomen, 

bagoas me alimentan, 

sombras me acompafian, 

c6meme a tristeza. 

G Quen pode con tanta 

fartura de penas? (521) 

The last few poems of As viudas dos vivos e as viudas dos mortos combine 

saudade for love, the homeland and death. The men experience homesickness for Galicia 

and their loved ones and the women yearn for the men who are leaving them. In "Ca pena 

o lombo," the young woman mourns for her lover and sobs: 

i Querome ire, 

porque agonize aqui desonsoladal .. . 

Miller que aca entre rosas 

iai! , iquero ira morrer adonde el vaia!" . 

E no fondo do barco 

soifia, abandonada, 

tras seu amor i a morte, para America, 

para morrer de dor, 6 mar se lanza. (531) 

In the final poem "Tan soio," the young man longs for his country while his lover 
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who has accompanied him, thinks only of him: 

Os dous, da terra lonxe 

andamos e sufrimos, jai de min! 

Mais ti tan soio te recordas dela, 

i eu, dela e mais de ti . (532) 

The young woman declares that, in her travels, her loved one will find rest in the 

world while she will find only death. 

In Follas novas, Castro's longing for the unknown and ultimately for death are 

strong elements. While Cantares gall egos includes many verses which are joyful 

reflections, Follas novas is full of despair. There are fleeting moments when the writer 

hopes that love may be real, but finally she concludes that neither love nor happiness is 

permanent and that release from suffering can be found only in death and oblivion. 

Follas novas includes several features which are typical ofRomantic literature. 

Love of nature is mentioned even in the most sorrowful verses. Castro herself, when 

suffering from either physical ailments of saudade progresses, and she realizes that, 

although temporary solace may be found in the environs of Galicia, her only permanent 

respite from the pain of both body and soul will be found in death. This echoes the 

Romantics ' beliefthat happiness is fleeting and love is an illusion. This skepticism is 

occasionally expressed in the metaphor of the negra sombra in Castro ' s poetry. Fermen 

Bouza Brey, in his critique of Castro ' s works, states: "El dolor sombrio del alma gallega, 

acumulado durante siglos, se concentr6 en Rosalia y desde Ia misma cobertura verbal 

hasta el fonda tematico, hall6 su forma definitiva en el poema rosaliano" (271) . 
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Mayoral describes the vague sentiment in Castro ' s works as "una inquietud sin 

objeto, una busqueda de algo inalcanzable, una ansia que nada puede saciar" ( 493). 

Salvador de Madriaga says of this book: "Follas novas, su obra maestra en gallego, 

es un largo suspiro de desencanto, de sufrimiento, de desconsuelo. Es Ia obra mas 

puramente lirica que ha salido, no de su pluma, sino de su mismo ser" (313). 

This work, in conclusion, springs forth from Castro ' s own saudade for her country 

and for her people. 
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Chapter Six 

En las orillas del Sar 

God does not require us 
to love tribulations 

but to endure them. 

St. Augustine 

Rosalia de Castro ' s final book of poetry, En las orillas del Sar, was published in 

1884, only a year before her death from cancer. This book was written in Castillian 

Spanish and represents the zenith of her works. Saudade is present in several forms in this 

collection. There is less mention of longing for the past and much more for death and 

oblivion as Castro ' s physical condition worsens. Saudade for love and for nature and the 

homeland are still present, but the poet's outlook is more pessimistic than in Cantares 

gall egos. 

A prologue-poem not included in the first publication ofOrillas expresses Castro's 

intent in writing this book: 

Aunque no alcancen gloria, 

pense, escribiendo libro tan pequefio, 

son Hiciles y breves mis canciones, 

y acaso alcancen mi anhelado suefio. 

Pues bien puede guardarlas Ia memoria 
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tal como, pses al tiempo y Ia distancia, 

y al fuego asolador de las pasiones, 

sabe guardar las que aprendi6 en Ia infancia, 

cortas, pero fervientes oraciones. 

Por eso con, aunque no alcancen gloria, 

tan faciles y breves mis canciones. ( 561) 

Although not included in the first published edition of this book, the first poem

prologue expresses her wish to write her "songs" although they may not attain glory 

(561). Upon concluding this book, the reader will believe that the poet has accomplished 

her goal. 

In the initial poem titled "Orillas del Sar," the poet compares her journey through 

life to that of a traveler who does not know where she will sleep tomorrow. Her soul finds 

temporary rest, she says, in her lares primitives. The beauties of nature which previously 

gave her so much pleasure are no longer as appealing. Exhausted, she falls on the path, 

again seeking the unknown: 

y con mirada incierta, busco por Ia llanura 

no se que sombra vana o que esperanza muerta, 

no se que flor tardia de original frescura 

que no crece en Ia via arenosa y desierta. (565) 

"Los robles" is an elegy to the oak trees, a common sight in Galicia. The poet 

revels in the beauty of the trees and the winged creatures which inhabit them. Describing 

the trees she exclaims, "Pero tu, sacra encina de celta,/ y tu, roble de ramas afiosas,/ sois 
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mas hellos con vuestro follaje/ que si mayo las cumbres festona." (595-96). Here is 

another reference to the Celt ' s worship of nature. Saudade for nature is quite evident in 

the verses of this poem. 

The trees and the river Sar are the subject of another poem expressing longing for 

nature and the homeland. Intertwined with the solace sought and sometimes found in 

nature are the negras sombras of Castro ' s life: 

No lejos, en el soto profunda de robles, 

en donde el silencio sus alas extiende 

y da abrigo a los genios propicios, 

a nuestras viviendas y asilos campestres, 

siempre alii, cuando evoco mis sombras 

o las llamo, resp6ndenme y vienen. (600) 

Saudade for nature, the homeland, and the past are present in another untitled 

poem in which Castro praises the beauty of the oak trees and the " ... arrogantes I cedros de 

nuestro Libano," (606). Seeking refuge from her sorrows in nature, she notes the birds 

and flowers and the echoes ofthe bells of her native land. In the closing verses ofthe 

poem, she cries out in admiration of Galicia: 

y con voz alta que a Ia gloria llegue 

le diga al mundo que Galicia existe 

tan llena de valor cual Tu Ia has hecho. 

tan grande y tan feliz cuanto es hermosa. (609) 

Desire to return to the homeland is expressed in the lines of " i V olved! ." Lamenting 
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the necessity for the Galician men to emigrate, the poet hopes for their return but doubts 

the certainty of it: 

Torno la golondrina al viejo nido, 

y al ver los muros y el hogar desierto, 

preguntole ala brisa: "i,Es que se han muerto?" 

Y ella, en silencio, respondio: " jSe han ido 

como el barco perdido 

que para siempre ha abandonado el puerto!" (620) 

The beauty of the daisy is discussed in a short poem in which Castro admires her 

garden. While pointing out the fresh meadows, the springs and the flowers, she states that 

all this is a "crazy illusion" and that she is not the same as in the past when she enjoyed 

this beauty (651 ). Saudade in this poem is for nature and for the past. 

Imitating an earlier theme from Ecclesiastes of "to everything there is a season, and 

a time for every purpose under the heaven," Castro states that each part of nature has a 

need for its own atmosphere. She believes that a bird or plant will die when a "hidden 

hand" robs it of this atmosphere (658). This may be an allusion to her own need to return 

to Galicia. Longing for nature is predominant in this brief poem. 

In a longer poem the writer expresses saudade for the homeland, for nature and for 

the past. "Santa Escolastica" is one of the few poems which expresses faith and hope. The 

mists of Santiago de Compo stela are mentioned several times in this poem. In most 

countries, rain and mist are considered a symbol of gloom but Castro usually paints a 

positive picture of this rainy climate stating that the rains irrigate the meadows and 
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flowers. The poet, wandering through the streets of Santiago, contemplates the past 

glories of the area. In one line, Castro seems to imitate Larra whose works influenced her 

style. Larra referred to Madrid as a "cemetery ofthe living" because of the corruption of 

its government while Castro employs the phrase to note the emptiness of the plazas of the 

city and inquires, "i,D6nde hoy tu raza varonil alienta?" (663). Arriving in a melancholy 

state of mind, Castro ' s spirits are lifted by the beauty of the churches and the resonance of 

the bells. At the close ofthe poem the writer, kneeling in prayer, exclaims, "jHay arte! 

jHay poesia! ... jDebe haber cielo: hay Dios!" (667) 

Nature and homeland are the objects ofsaudade in "A Ia luna." Praising the beauty 

of the moon, Castro also lauds Galicia and states that she is giving her homeland to the 

moon for its temple. Near worship of nature is reflected in her comment that previous 

Celtic prayers were directed to the moon (687). In glorifying her homeland she states that 

there is no other land equal in beauty to hers and that Galicia' s only flaw is God' s gift to it 

of an "evil star." 

In "Las campanas," Castro expresses saudade for the bells of her homeland. She 

claims that the bells bring her a feeling of peace and imagines that the air would be filled 

with sadness if ever the bells were silenced (700) . This poem is more optimistic than 

"Campanas de Bastabales" in Cantares gallegos and there is no expression of saudade for 

a lost love. 

Love is another cause of saudade in En las orillas del Sar. A very brief but tender 

poem describes Castro ' s saudade for love of her dead son. There is also an implied wish 

for death for herself when the poet notes the peacefulness on the brow of her child who is 
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"fleeing from this world." Castro has suffered so many sorrows in her life that death must 

seem a refuge. 

Pouillain notes that, of two hundred forty-eight poems in Follas novas and En las 

orillas del Sar, about fifty concern love, but almost all see love as a cause of suffering 

rather than happiness (128 ). 

Longing for a past love and desire to experience the soothing sleep of death are the 

subjects of a poem in which the author describes her lover "Fue cielo de su espiritu, fue 

suefio de sus suefios,/ vida de su vida, y aliento de su aliento;" (625). Mourning her lost 

love, she declares that her longing will end only with the sleep of death. 

Dawn and twilight are metaphors for two lovers separated by the daytime and by 

the " ... abismo que media entre Ia cuna/ y el sepulcro en Ia vida" (629). Castro ' s own 

thoughts dwell more and more on death not only because of her illness but because she is 

disillusioned with love. 

Castro ' s works contain a number of quotes from the Bible, one of which is 

contained in "Las canciones que oy6 Ia nina. " Mimicking the book ofRuth when Ruth 

declared her intention to remain with her mother-in-law, the young man tells his loved one 

that, "Te seguin~ a donde vayas" (632). In the second canci6n of this poem, the lover fears 

their love will end. Again, the poet expresses her own opinion that love is a fleeting 

illusion. 

An unusual poem reminiscent ofEspronceda includes conversations between two 

lovers with the young man declaring that he will die and his loved one will find another 

love. After his death, the young woman becomes interested in another and her dead lover 
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comes back to haunt her. This poem also includes the thought that happiness and love are 

only temporary: 

De polvo y fango nacidos, 

fango y polvo nos tomamos: 

wor que, pues, tanto luchamos 

si, hemos de caer vencidos? (645) 

Castro ' s skepticism about love continues in verses where the young woman 

persists in asking her lover about his thoughts. He insists that she should not know 

because " .. . lo que se ignora/ no nos dana si es malo, ni perturba si es bueno" (655). He 

urges her to desist in wanting to know but she proclaims that she will wonder until she 

dies. The poem concludes: "Y cuenta que lo supo, y que Ia mat6 entonces/ la pena de 

saberlo" (656). The repetition ofthe idea that one cannot have faith in love recalls 

Castro ' s own experiences, all of which were disappointing. 

Saudade for love and the unknown are included in verses which most describe 

Castro ' s own outlook: 

y 0 no se lo que busco etemamente 

en Ia tierra, en el aire y en el cielo; 

yo no se lo que busco, pero es algo 

que perdi no se cuando y que no encuentro, 

aun cuando suefie que invisible habita 

en todo cuanto toco y cuanto veo. 

Felicidad, no he de volver a hallarte 
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en Ia tierra, en el aire ni en el cielo; 

i aun cuando se que existes 

y no en vano suefio! ( 660-61) 

Although the poet permits herself to believe from time to time that happiness exists, she 

realizes that, in her own case, she will not find it. 

According to her biographers, Castro was talented in music and art as well as 

writing and many of her poems include music. In a poem with saudade for love as its 

subject, the writer describes a harpist who can imitate the sounds of birds chirping lips 

kissing and wind sighing. In spite of his talent, he is unable to duplicate the sound of a 

beating heart which is dying oflove (670). 

In one of the longer poems expressing saudade for love, the writer expresses hope 

for the existence of love. This is one of the few poems in which the poet evinces a more 

positive outlook on love: 

Y mi voz, entre el concierto de las graves sinfonias, 

de las risas lisonjeras y las locas alegrias, 

se alz6 robusta y sonora con la inspiraci6n ardiente 

que enciende en el alma altiva del entusiasmo Ia llama, 

y hace creer al que espera y hace esperar a! que ama, 

que hay un cielo en donde vive el amor eternamente. (676) 

In a poem expressing saudade for a past love, Castro ' s similarity in writing style to 

that of Emily Dickinson may be noted. Martha LaFollette Miller, in her study of the two 

writers, observes that both Dickinson and Castro identifY themselves with humble 
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members of the plant and animal kingdom. Miller states: 

Both Rosalia and Emily Dickinson, therefore, frequently endow their 

speakers with a role of modest insignificance or create bonds of 

identification between them and humble creatures. These techniques are 

found on the more general attitude of renunciation that permeates their 

poetry. If Dickinson renounces publication, and Rosalia the hope of glory 

for her poems, so too do both women renounce the search for happiness 

and freedom from pain and suffering. For both, suffering is unavoidable and 

becomes, philosophically, a way oflife (6). 

Castro describes herself as a golden-winged insect pursued by a lark. The insect finds 

temporary refuge in the calyx of a rose but this is fruitless because the rose is blown away 

by the wind. Castro employs the insect as a metaphor for her love which never endures. 

Describing the capture of the rose and the insect by the wind, she writes: 

Y rodamos los dos en fango envueltos, 

para ya nunca levantarse ella, 

y yo para llorar eternamente 

rni am or primero y rni ilusi6n postrera. ( 691) 

A hint at Murgia' s abuse of Castro is contained in a poem on love in which Castro 

begins with a declaration that there is an abyss between the word and the idea. 

Protestations of love mean nothing if actions speak otherwise: 

Un beso, una mirada, 

suavisimo lenguaje de los cielos; 
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un pufial afilado, un golpe aleve, 

expresivo lenguaje del infierno. (694) 

The poet ' s love affairs before her marriage ended in disillusionment as did her 

marriage. It is probable that, in the end, Castro ' s only feelings for Murguia were esteem 

for his literary talent and respect for him as the father of her children. 

Castro ' s view of love continues to be that of the Romantic poet who believes that 

love is an emotion which never lasts. The writer admonishes the lover for hoping for the 

return of his love and, comparing the fickle lover to birds, she states: 

No volveni, te lo juro; 

desde que una fuente enlodan 

con su pico esas aves de paso, 

se van a beber a otra. (708) 

Castro again expresses skepticism about the permanence of love in the verses "Tu 

para mi, yo para ti" (719). In the initial stanzas, the two young people are enamored with 

each other and love is the essence oflife. After love departs "cuallampo fugitivo" or 

"soplo veloz." Then the plaintive poetic voice says, "Tude otro, y de otra yo." Castro's 

pessimism increases as the poem approaches its conclusion: " iAmor, llama inmortal, rey 

de Ia Tierra!/ ya para siempre iadi6s!" (720). 

The type of saudade occurring most frequently in Orillas and most indicative of 

Castro ' s mental state is saudade for death. Her suffering has increased, her children are no 

longer infants in need of constant care, and she begins to wish fervently for death. 

The first poem ofEn las orillas del Sar, excluding the poem-prologue which was 
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not included in the first edition, alternates between hope and despair, between a desire to 

enjoy the beauties of nature and a wish for an end to the writer' s sorrows. With some 

degree of hope Castro writes: 

Ya no lloro ... y, no obstante, agobiado 

y afligido mi espiritu, apenas 

de su carcel estrecha y sombria 

osa dejar las tinieblas 

para bafiarse en las ondas 

de luz que el espacio Henan. (564) 

By the end ofthe poem hope is vanishing, however: 

Y a que de Ia esperanza para Ia vida mia 

triste y descolorido ha llegado el ocaso, 

a mi morada obscura, desmantelada y fria 

tornemos paso a paso, 

porque con su alegria no aumente mi amargura 

Ia blanca luz del dia. 

Contenta, el negro nido busca el ave agorera; 

bien reposa Ia fiera en el antro escondido; 

en su sepulcro el muerto, el triste en el olvido, 

y mi alma en su desierto . (568) 

Doubt about the finality of death is expressed in other verses. Contemplating the 

subject of death after the death of a loved one, probably her young son, Castro, after 
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saying her loved one will never return, declares: 

jJamas! i,Es verdad que todo 

para siempre acab6 ya? 

No, no puede acabar lo que es etemo 

no puede tener fin la inmensidad. (572) 

Although believing that a part of her loved one remains within her, never to die, in 

despair she acknowledges, "--Mas ... es verdad--ha partido,/ para nunca mas tamar" (573) . 

In the following poem, the poet queries: "i,Que somas? l,Que es Ia muerte?" (574). 

She wonders if God truly sees her suffering and considers the world as a desert . In the 

closing verses, she tells her soul to wait and weep at the feet of the Most High (576). 

Saudade for death is implied in her wish to leave behind her earthly sorrows. 

In other verses, Castro speaks of her fatigue from suffering "the infinite anxieties 

of the soul" (578). She says that, no matter the season, happiness is unattainable and for 

the "desolate and orphaned soul" there is neither a pleasant nor an appropriate season 

(579). 

Disillusion and saudade for death go hand in hand in a short poem in which the 

writer listens to the sounds of nature, the cadence ofthe waves and the sighing ofthe 

wind. In spite of all the beauty encountered, according to Castro, refuge may be found 

only in death: "mundos hay donde encuentran asilo/ las almas que al peso/ del mundo 

sucumben" (583). 

In the poem "Los tristes," Castro considers death the only shelter from the 

injustices of life. She states that it is impossible to flee from the ridicule of the oppressors, 
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a reference to the shame heaped upon her for her illegitimate birth. The pursuit of the 

innocent is compared to a hungry fox in pursuit of a defenseless turtle dove. The only 

solution, she says, is death and oblivion: 

Cay6 por fin en la espumosa y turbia 

recia corriente, y descendi6 al abismo 

para no subir mas a la serena 

y tersa superficie. En lo mas intimo 

del noble coraz6n, ya lastimado, 

reson6 el golpe, doloroso y frio, 

que, ahogando la esperanza, 

hace abatir los animos altivos; 

y plegando las alas, torvo y mudo, 

en densa niebla se envolvi6 su espiritu. (588-9) 

In many of her works, Castro hints that the saudade within her is something that 

has always been present. She attempts to define it in one of the short poems of Orillas 

saymg: 

Y a duermen en su tumba las pasiones 

el suefio de Ia nada; 

l,es, pues, locura del doliente espiritu, 

o gusano que llevo en mis entrafias? 

y 0 solo se que es un placer que duele, 
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que es un dolor que atormentando halaga: 

llama que de Ia vida se alimenta, 

mas sin Ia cual Ia vida se apagara. ( 60 1) 

Her "dream of nothingness" again stresses that pleasure is mixed with pain. 

As the book progresses, the author no longer believes that there is happiness or 

truth in this world . Describing her disillusion she writes: "todo es suefio y mentira en Ia 

Tierra,/ jno existes, Verdad! " (602) . 

Her hope is being extinguished little by little as Castro contemplates death: 

Y a siente que te extingues en su seno, 

llama vital que dabas 

luz a su espiritu, a su cuerpo fuerzas, 

juventud a su alma. ( 603) 

Saudade for death and oblivion, not only for herselfbut for her children, is implied 

in a poem in which the poet states that there is no refuge from disgrace in this world. As 

her children inquire why they cannot go to another world just as the clouds move in the 

heavens and the birds fly to faraway lands, Castro replies in despair: 

" ... En Ia tierra, 

l,ad6nde llevaros, mis pobres cautivos, 

que no hayan de ataros las mismas cadenas? 

Del hombre, enernigo del hombre, no puede 

libraros, rnis angeles, Ia egida materna." ( 613) 

Saudade for death and forgetfulness are the results of Castro' s awareness that the disgrace 
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of her birth may be passed on to her innocent children. 

The death of Castro ' s young son causes her grief and creates a desire for refuge 

from the sorrows of this world. Castro expresses her despair and fatigue thus: 

Da la vida en la lucha, perenne y fatigosa, 

siempre el ansia incesante y el mismo anhelo siempre 

que no ha de tener termino sino cuando, cerrados, 

ya duerman nuestros ojos el suefio de la muerte. (625) 

The presence of saudade for death and oblivion augments with each poem of 

Orillas. While others say that the dawn and the twilight are admired, Castro notes in a 

melancholy mood, "mas entre el sol que nace y ei que triste declina,/ medi6 siempre el 

abismo que media entre Ia cuna/ y el sepulcro en la vida" (629). For a moment, the poet 

entertains the thought that dawn and dusk might unite in the sea, never to be separated, 

but then she realizes that this is only a vain hope. 

Although a return to faith in God is occasionally expressed in this collection, hope 

for happiness in this world has completely faded . A note of desperation is sounded in a 

short poem in which the writer seeks "sosiego" constantly but never encounters it: 

que hoy como ayer, y manana 

cual hoy, en su eterno afan 

de hallar el bien que ambiciona 

--cuando solo encuentra el mal-

siempra a sofiar condenado, 

nunca puede sosegar. (640) 
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Another similarity to Dickinson may be noted in a poem comparing the soul to a 

beautiful plant. She says that the plant, like the soul, seeks out the shadows where it may 

flourish . In the end, it withers and dies when touched by a ray of sun. The poet still 

believes that happiness is temporary and will wither and die. 

In other verses, the writer searches for something unknown. She finally determines 

that this unknown is happiness which she will never find on earth, in the air, or in the sky. 

Still, she ponders, she knows that it exists and that it is not a vain dream (661). Castro ' s 

statement that happiness may not be found in this world suggests that her only hope for it 

lies in the next world--i.e., in death. 

The poet continues to evince grief for her disgrace and hope for relief of her 

sorrow in oblivion: 

Cada vez que recuerda tanto oprobio, 

cada vez, digo, iY lo recuerda siempre! ... 

A vergonzada su alma, 

quisiera en el no ser desvanecerse, 

como Ia blanca nube 

en el espacio azul se desvanece. (669) 

As Castro ' s suffering with cancer moves her closer and closer to death and the end 

of her pain, she writes: 

Mientras el hielo las cubre 

con sus hilos brillantes de plata 

todas las plantas estan ateridas, 
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ateridas como mi alma. 

Esos hielos para elias 

son promesa de tlores tempranas, 

son para mi silenciosos obreros 

que estan tejiendome Ia mortaja. (678) 

Her "shroud" is almost completed, and she welcomes the corning of death. Saudade 

becomes stronger as she approaches the end of the book and also the end of her life. 

A short but very touching poem which inspired this thesis is contained in En las 

orillas del Sar and is definitely autobiographical: 

Sintiendose acabar con el estio 

fa desahuciada enferma, 

i morire en el otofio! 

--pens6, entre melanc6lica y contenta--, 

y sentire rodar sobre mi tumba 

las hojas tambien muertas. 

Mas .. . ni aun Ia muerte complacerla qui so 

cruel tambien con ella· , 

perdon61e Ia vida en el invierno , 

y, cuando todo renacia en Ia tierra , 

Ia mat6 lentamente, entre los himnos 
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alegres de Ia hermosa primavera. (709) 

Although Orillas was published in 1884, a year before Castro ' s death, this poem 

describes her final days perfectly. In these verses, she hopes to end her days in the autumn, 

saying that it is appropriate that she will die when the leaves are also dying. Fate denies 

her this wish, however, and she lives on until spring. Then, as all on earth is springing to 

life again, she begins her last battle for life and , in real life, she lives until summer. 

Although this poem consists of only twelve lines, it is one of the most emotional in all her 

works. 

In the following poem, Castro, although wishing fervently for death, wonders if it 

is sinful to entertain such a desire: 

Fue ayer yes hoy y siempre: 

a! abrir mi ventana 

veo en Oriente amanecer Ia aurora, 

despues hundirse el sol en lontananza. 

Van tantos afios de esto, 

que cuando a muerto tocan, 

yo nose si es pecado, pero digo: 

"--iQue dichoso es el muerto, o que dichosa!" (710) 

In a poem describing the peaceful sleep of death, the author begins with disillusion 

and saudade for death and oblivion. However in the final lines she hints at a rekindling of 

faith and hope: 

Y del yermo sin fin de su espiritu 
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ya vuelto a la vida, rompiendose el hielo, 

sinti6 al cabo brotar en el alma 

Ia flor de la dicha, que engendra el deseo. 

Dios no quiso que entrase infecunda 

en Ia fertil region de los cielos; 

piedad tuvo del animo triste 

que el germen guardaba de goces eternos. (711-12) 

Other verses reflecting the revival of the poet's faith describe the sickness of the 

soul and an implied wish for death. Ultimately, Castro recalls that we are never surprised 

at the singing of a bird or the murmurs of the waters of the sea, indicating that "where 

there is life there is hope." The last two lines of this poem delineate her hope: "canta, 

pues, jOh poeta! , canta, que no eres menos/ que el ave y el arroyo que en ondas se 

desata." (715) 

Castro continues to contemplate Death and express saudade for it and she 

frequently compares the passing ofthe seasons to the passing of years in one's life. Her 

soul is a "cold desert" which receives no light from the single ray of sun which penetrates 

it (721 ). Still, she opines, that time passes for others also and everyone grows older. While 

wishing for the end of life, she says that one must remember "que es mas dichoso qui en de 

la vidal mayor espacio corrido tiene" (722). 

In one of the more emotional poems which includes saudade for death, Castro 

describes the passing of years towards one's demise as a difficult struggle up a hill. She 

asks for help in climbing to her ultimate goal of death: 
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Empujame, dolor, y halleme luego 

en su cima fantastica y desierta. 

No, ni amante ni amigo 

alii podni seguirme; 

javancemos! ... jYo ansio de Ia muerte 

Ia soledad terrible! (725) 

She concludes that death is certain and that the fortunate one is he who may expect to find 

himself in a better life. Here, Castro demonstrates a glimmer of faith . Even so, she admits 

that she has thought of suicide and compares life to a flame which she could extinguish 

with a light breath. 

The final poem of En las orillas del Sar expresses Castro's need to have faith in 

God although continuing to experience despair and longing for oblivion: 

Tan solo dudas y terrores siento, 

divino Cristo, si de Ti me aparto; 

mas cuando hacia Ia Cruz vuelvo los ojos, 

me resigno a seguir con mi calvaria. (732) 

At the conclusion of this poem, she compares her search for faith in the Almighty 

to the pilot of a ship who, when encountering a storm, seeks the beam from the lighthouse 

which will guide him to the port . The poet's "port" is the solace of death and end of pain. 

Although many consider Cantares gall egos Castro's most famous work, En las 

orillas del Saris more polished in its expressions and in its vocabulary. Its renown is 
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probably equal because it is written in Spanish rather than in Galician. Cantares, written in 

Galician, contains many colloquialisms while Orillas is more refined in its metaphors. The 

improvement in her expertise at writing verse is evident in this final work as she grows 

older and gains experience in her field . While Orillas contains a depth of thought not 

evident in La flor and A mi madre, Castro ' s poetry is never contrived. 

The Romantic element is strong in this collection, especially in her expression of 

the Romantic philosophy that love and happiness are ephemeral ending in disillusion. 

Castro ' s own life experiences tend to bear out the accuracy of this belief Romanticism is 

also present in the many verses paying tribute to the beauties of nature. The only feature 

ofRomantic poetry which is stronger in her first two books of poetry is the inordinate use 

of words which are typical of Romantic literature. 

En las orillas del Sar is, in the opinion of this writer, the most finished and 

mellifluous of Castro ' s five books of poetry. It manifests her final stage of despair mingled 

with her need to believe in an after-life. Her saudade as well as her writing skill has 

reached its climax in this emotion-evoking collection of poetry. 
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Conclusion 

Talent alone cannot make a writer 
There must be a man behind the book. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 

During her lifetime Rosalia de Castro wrote five novels, five books of poetry, and 

several novelettes, epistles and miscellaneous works. Although her works were not widely 

noted during her lifetime, her fame began to spread in the latter part of the nineteenth 

century and today there are associations dedicated to promoting recognition of her works 

in Argentina, Cuba, Mexico, and other countries as well as throughout the Iberian 

peninsula. 

It is generally agreed that, among the poetry collections Castro ' s first two books, 

La flor and A mi madre, are the works of a novice writer but, nevertheless, they 

demonstrate the developing talent of a young woman who would become famous for her 

Cantares gallegos. 

Castro ' s poetry includes both the Romantic style popular in the middle of the 

nineteenth century in Spain and the sentiment of saudade which the Galicians and 

Portuguese consider unique to their people. As Castro ' s ability improves the more morbid 

Romantic aspects mellow while saudade increases. Still the Romantic autobiographical 

individualism permeates all of her works. 

While most of Castro ' s books are partly autobiographical she succeeds in 
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assimilating the sentiments of the Galician people as a whole into her works, particularly in 

the poetry of Cant ares gallegos. This book, with its costumbrismo and folk tales, 

established Castro ' s popularity with the Galicians while En las orillas del Sar is recognized 

as a work of art in Castillian Spanish. Her only other book of poetry written in Galician, 

Follas novas, is more subjective and includes mixed feeling about love and life. 

Saudade varies from longing for lost loves and for nature in La flor, saudade for 

the past in A mi madre to saudade for the homeland in Cantares gallegos. Cantares is a 

commingling of cheerful poems with more nostalgic verse. This book evinces saudade in a 

very powerful form in its longing for Galicia and for its people and customs. 

Follas novas mixes a small amount of hope with a larger dose of pessimism. Castro 

has become aware that she will not experience either true love or good health in her 

lifetime and she attempts to cope with her feelings about life and death. By the time Castro 

wrote En las orillas del Sar, she was seriously ill with cancer. In this book, she 

occasionally yearns to relive the past but her saudade is primarily for death. While wishing 

for the end of her suffering she does not fail to recall her happiness in other times in 

enjoying the beauty of nature. 

One of Castro ' s critics, Kulp-Hill, believes, as does this writer, that Orillas 

represents Castro ' s highest poetic achievement and Kulp-Hill states that it "represents the 

apex ofRosalia' s poetic and spiritual trajectory. It culminates in a mystical fusion of 

dream-art-divinity, the jubilant affirmation of all that is creative and transcendent in man" 

(130). 

Castro was able to publish works in a number of genres but all biographers and 
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critics agree that her greatest talent lies in her poetic works. Her versatility is evident to 

Kulp-Hill, who says, "Rosalia does not fit any mold, and the imprint of her own 

personality provides a strong unifYing element" ( 125). 

Although saudade has been an element in the works of many Galician-Portuguese 

writers, Castro has represented it in many forms . In discussing the three most important 

books of Castro ' s poetry, Gonzalez Besada has described Cantares gallegos as "Ia 

primavera de una vida triste" and Follas novas as "el otoiio." OfEn las orillas del Sar he 

says, "Quien leyera atentamente En las orillas del Sar sentira en muchos de sus versos el 

halito de Ia tumba, el silencioso e implacable helar del invierno de Ia vida" (68). 

In expressing with much emotion her own feelings of saudade Castro becomes a 

symbol for the trials and tribulations of the Galicians forced to emigrate and for their 

saudade for their beloved land. Pineiro, a biographer and admirer of Castro, says of her 

ability to express saudade: 

Rosalia olla o mundo i-a vida huma a traves da door. A door e a ultima, a 

unica verdade: e a sua filosofia. Non se trata de queixas, de protestas, de 

aititudes psicol6xicas diante da door. Tratase de unha maneira absoluta de 

ver e de comprender--de sentir--a realidade esencial da vida. Non e outro o 

siiiificado mais fondo, mais intimo, da sua mensaxe lirica. (I 02) 

More than one hundred years have passed since the demise ofRosalia de Castro 

and her fame has increased with the passing oftime. Today she is recognized, not only 

among Spanish critics but internationally, as one of the foremost Spanish writers of the 

nineteenth century, not only a woman of her time but a woman and writer for all times. 
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